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MEDIEVALISM IN GERMAN FOLK ROCK: 
MITTELALTER'S WILD IMAGINING OF THE MIDDLE AGES 
CORWYN THOMAS WYATT 
ABSTRACT 
 This thesis explores the role played by medieval images, music, and poetry in the 
Mittelalter movement of German folk rock in order to uncover its ideological 
underpinnings and comment on its artistic and social value. This is achieved through 
analysis of select recordings, music videos, and interviews with Mittelalter artists, as well 
as “digital ethnography” carried out on fan forums dedicated to Mittelalter bands. It is 
determined that the movement as a whole has a strong liberal bias and is less concerned 
with portraying historical accuracy than it is in championing individual freedom, growth, 
and tolerance. This thesis concludes that its artistic value varies widely but that its great 
value lies in the culture of collaborative creativity it fosters. 
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 My first encounter with Mittelalter was not a “love at first sight” moment. When I 
think of medieval music, my mind's ear has been conditioned by years of listening to 
Hesperion XXI, Alla Francesca, and the Hilliard Ensemble to imagine something rich but 
delicate, a subtle intertwining of voices, airy winds, and thin strings. When I stumbled 
across a group called In Extremo, I could only wonder how anyone might call what I was 
hearing “medieval.” I admit that at first glance, I found Mittelalter to be badly 
misinformed at best.  
 Still, here was a rock band playing shawms, harps, and hurdy-gurdies, in a real 
concert hall, full of screaming fans. How did this happen? Why were these musicians so 
fanatical about the Middle Ages? What did the fans see in this? 
 A little searching soon revealed that In Extremo is not an isolated phenomenon. 
One after another, rock bands that draw on medieval sources and instruments began to 
surface: Corvus Corax, Faun, Schandmaul, Saltatio Mortis, Tanzwut, Subway to Sally, 
Letzte Instanz, Feuertanz, and many more. Rock music has used images from the Middle 
Ages since its early days as one of many “sources of power and mystery”1 in the words of 
Robert Walser or as part of a “gnostic ideology”2 according to Allan Moore. However, 
rock bands tend to be very eclectic in their influences, while Mittelalter bands focus on 
the Middle Ages as the primary guiding influence on their sound, lyrics, and visual 
personae.  
                                                            
1  Robert Walser, Running with the Devil: Power, Gender, and Madness in Heavy Metal 
Music (Hanover, Wesleyan University Press: 1993) 154. 
2  Allan F. Moore, Rock: The Primary Text (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing 
Company, 2001) 109. 
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 My foray into the world of Mittelalter led to the discovery of many enticing lines 
of inquiry. However, as a musicologist and a performer of early music, my interest in the 
movement is mainly in its musical representation of history. This led me to ask two broad 
questions: 1) How and to what end do the artists of the Mittelalter movement appropriate 
the Middle Ages in their composition and performance? 2) Finally, what is it about this 
depiction of the Middle Ages that draws and holds the attention of its fan-base?  
 My attempt to answer these questions has led me down roads both familiar and 
unfamiliar. To place reasonable bounds on my research, I have focused on five bands that 
represent the stylistic extremes of the movement: In Extremo, Faun, Saltatio Mortis, 
Schandmaul, and Corvus Corax. In order to approach this phenomenon from as many 
angles as possible, I uncovered band interviews, analyzed the recordings and concert 
DVD's, studied the complex story of German post-war popular music, and conversed 
with fans on band forums. I translated critical commentary, tracked down instrument 
makers, and interpreted music videos. Time and time again, I have been forced to revise 
my theories and assumptions. Just as often, I have been positively surprised by the artists 
and the fans who flock to them. 
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Chapter 1 
The Origins of Mittelalter 
 
 Definitions of Mittelalter range from the ambiguous to the flat-out erroneous. 
They either fail to do justice to the diversity within the movement or make exaggerated 
claims about how closely the bands conform to history. First and foremost, Mittelalter is 
not a single musical style. The bands associated with the term each have their distinctive 
sounds derived broadly from rock, folk, metal, and, in the case of Faun, ambient 
electronica. The consensus among published definitions and fans is that Mittelalter is a 
form of folk-rock, and all the bands considered here can be said to fall into this category. 
In Extremo and Saltatio Mortis are usually described as folk-metal, which is understood 
to be a more specific form of folk-rock. The essential features of Mittelalter as a whole 
are the presence of at least one medieval melody instrument, usually the bagpipes, and 
frequent usage of medieval source-material or medieval themes in the lyrics. Mittelalter 
is popular music, with artists performing at concert halls that host rock bands and outdoor 
festivals (most frequently medieval markets). While they exist primarily on the margins 
of the mainstream, the artists studied here all have contracts with record companies, 
something that is reflected in the high technical value of their recorded product. 
 Additionally, Mittelalter bands all share an important common “ancestor.” 
Ougenweide, a folk-rock band from Hamburg, was at the forefront of a small group of 
bands in the 1970's and 1980's that were obsessed with the Middle Ages. Ougenweide has 
often been credited as the first Mittelalter band, and it is important to understand its role 
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within the recent history of German popular music. In the decade and a half following 
World War II, popular music in Germany was either imported directly from the United 
States or produced largely in line with American models. The American Forces Network 
(AFN) made jazz and rock-and-roll available, which, arguably, either caused or alleviated 
the dearth of original popular music being produced in Germany in this period. Germany 
began tentatively to establish a sense of identity in the realm of popular music with the 
“Schlager” style in the 1950's, but this style, too, borrowed heavily from its neighbors 
and Schlager artists covered American hits nearly as often as they performed original 
material. Native German rock-and-roll artists were almost unheard of before the late 
1960's and their repertoire consisted almost entirely of American covers, sometimes 
translated into German.  
 Starting in 1968, German popular musicians rapidly developed a set of new, 
distinctively German styles that would come to be collectively termed Krautrock. 
Krautrock blended the fruits of the German avant-garde's long fascination with electronic 
music with elements of jazz and a dark, moody experimental rock sound. Groups such as 
Tangerine Dream, Kraftwerk, Neu!, and Faust emerged in the early 1970's and defined a 
new German idiom in popular music. Their lyrics expressed the left-wing activist ideals 
of the German student movement, which had broken out in widespread protests in 1968.  
 Developing in parallel to this strand of German popular music-making was 
another, less politically radical, style that nonetheless deserves credit for its innovation 
and creativity. While Tangerine Dream was teasing thick, forbidding textures out of 
electronic oscillators, groups like Gurnemanz and Ougenweide were playing delicate, 
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mostly acoustic music that looked to Germany's distant past for inspiration. Musically, 
these groups borrowed their sound primarily from British folk-rock groups such as 
Pentangle, Fairport Convention, Steeleye Span, Lindisfarne, and Jethro Tull.  
 The British folk-rock model consisted of acoustic rhythm guitar, electric lead 
guitar, double bass, percussion (sometimes drum kit and sometimes hand drums), and any 
combination of eclectic “folk” melody instruments, such as fiddle or concertina, with 
alternating male and female vocalists. The style emphasized clarity above all else; the 
electric guitar was always played extremely “clean,” the vocalists were sopranos and 
tenors with unaffected, vibrato-less tone, the instruments kept to separate registers to 
avoid excessive thickness, and the modal, folk-derived melodies were for the most part 
sung and played with minimal ornamentation or variation. The bands composed many 
new songs, but they emphasized the traditional ballads, hymns, shanties, and work songs 
that had been “rediscovered” in the first British folk revival and recently popularized by 
the second. These folk songs were subjected to imaginative transformations. Harmonies 
were added, countermelodies were newly composed, dance tunes were tacked onto songs 
to form medleys, and so on.  
 Ougenweide started with this model, and in their very early days before 
“officially” coming together as a band in 1970, they, too, played primarily British folk 
music repertoire and original folk-derived compositions. Curiously enough, their other 
major influence was Jethro Tull, whose jazz flute style was incorporated into their 
colorful sound world by Frank Wulff, Ougenweide's wind player. At this time, they had 
no ambition of playing professional concerts or marketing LP's; they considered what 
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they did “Hobby-Musik,” solely for their own amusement. 
 Their interest in the Middle Ages began with Olaf Casalich, male lead vocalist 
and percussionist for the group. Casalich had studied Middle High German poetry at 
university and greatly admired the Minnesinger and the twelve great founding members 
of the Meistersinger order. As Ken Hunt,3 who contributed historical context to 
Ougenweide's liner notes, tells the story, before Casalich was part of the band he attended 
one of the group's rehearsals. The band was working on an original tune of theirs which, 
Casalich noticed, could carry a lyric poem by Neidhart von Reuenthal, and which he was 
able to sing on the spot. The group agreed that this was the missing element, something 
that would grant their humble project a sense of grounding and purpose. They decided 
that promoting the legacy of the Middle High German poets was an important enough 
reason to go professional. They named their band “Ougenweide” after Neidhart von 
Reuenthal's poem. In that moment, Casalich invented Mittelalter, and this chance 
experiment would create a genre that holds its own against mainstream popular music in 
Germany today. 
 Ougenweide formed during a time when claiming a strong German identity in art 
was still problematic, leading most folk groups to adopt repertoires and styles from 
abroad, especially from Britain. The decision to turn to Middle High German poetry was 
in part a deliberate attempt to sidestep political associations, according to Hunt. This 
seems to be a strange claim, given how much has been written on the connection between 
                                                            
3  Quoted in Steve Winick, “A Medieval Bestiary: More Folk Rock from the Middle 
Ages,” Dirty Linen vol. 128, Feb./Mar. 2007 
<http://content.bandzoogle.com/users/SteveWinick/files/A-MEDIEVAL-BESTIARY.pdf>. 
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medievalism and German nationalism. However, David E. Barclay reminds us that 
nineteenth-century appropriations of medieval images, architecture, and art were far from 
uniform. While a political strand did certainly exist, Barclay cites at least five different 
varieties of nineteenth-century medievalism, only three of which are overtly political.4 
Organizations like the “Three Shields Society,” formed in 1831, denounced 
contemporary German art with French foreign influence and thus urged a revival of 
Gothic art; however, the “linkage” between “medievalisms and German nationalism” is 
“not at all clear or unambiguous.”5  
 For Ougenweide, taking up the medieval tradition of German poetry offered a 
way to celebrate German artistic achievement while remaining free of associations with 
fascism. They saw the poetry as predating the time of nations and all the ideological 
struggles that came with them. For these reasons, it had contemporary relevance: it 
provided an avenue for the renewal of German pride in its art traditions while the wounds 
of the Second World War slowly healed. Ougenweide's pride was not marred by 
xenophobia as had been the nationalists'. They would take playing styles from American 
jazz, Celtic folk, and African drumming, employ instruments from Indonesia, Australia, 
and Peru, and adapt texts from many different medieval languages. 
 Ougenweide's new trajectory would serve as an alternative both to Krautrock's 
message of political discontent and the various forms of vapid, “feel-good” imported and 
                                                            
4  Barclay discusses 1) cosmopolitan, pre-nationalist; 2) Christian-German/national-
conservative; 3) national-liberal/national-democratic (variant); 4) escapist; and 5) official as 
forms of medievalism present in nineteenth-century Germany. 
5  David E. Barclay, “Medievalism and Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century Germany,” 
Studies in Medievalism: Medievalism in Europe, ed. Leslie J. Workman (Rochester, NY: D. S. 
Brewer, 1994) 18. 
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domestic popular music that persisted in this period. Ougenweide capitalized on its 
medieval inspiration by incorporating texts by a number of medieval poets, including 
Heinrich von Mügeln, Walther von der Vogelweide, Burkhart von Hohenfels, Dietmar of 
Eist, and Gottfried von Neiffern. They emphasized sensitive poetry about love and 
nature, which of course makes up the bulk of Minnesinger material. They also employed 
a number of medieval instruments such as the shawm, natural trumpet, recorders, and 
hurdy-gurdy, as well as renaissance instruments including crumhorns and harpsichord, 
and non-Western instruments like the didgeridoo, kalimba, bombarde, tabla, bouzouki, 
sitar, and numerous others. The emphasis on the medieval was kept primarily to the texts; 
in terms of instrumentation, color and novelty were the order of the day. Ougenweide 
openly acknowledged that the melodies they performed were original, apart from a few 
renaissance dances such as “Dy Minne” (which, amusingly, features a musical saw solo 
in the studio recording).  
 Ougenweide was never concerned about reconstructing “authentic” historical 
performances, but rather about rediscovering native German art and performing it in an 
inventive manner. Ougenweide's liner notes offer translations of the texts into Modern 
German as well as contextual historical information. Many of their fans were moved to 
genuine interest in medieval music and poetry, as evidenced by the long existence of a 
well-researched fan page. This page offers not only the biographical information one 
would expect from such a page, but also translations of their songs, including those in 
archaic languages, and a complete list of instruments used by the band, each with its own 
page detailing its history and distinctive features.  
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 Ougenweide found ways to contribute to the popular exposure of medieval music 
and poetry in film as well. In 1976, they collaborated with writer Peter Rümkorf and 
director Gerd Zenkel on a television documentary about Walther von der Vogelweide, 
perhaps the greatest Minnesinger. The band worked with Zenkel again, appearing in six 
of thirteen episodes of his “Dokumente Deutschen Daseins,” in which they present 
Middle High German poetry as part of an attempt to come to grips with German national 
history.  
 As Ougenweide gained popularity, they retained their close ties to British folk-
rock.. In 1975, they performed concerts with Fairport Convention, Steeleye Span, 
Planxty, Amazing Blondel, and Kate and Anna McGarrigle. By the time they returned to 
England in 1978, their profile at home had grown considerably. In 1977, they appeared 
on numerous music television shows, including “Phonzeit,” “Liedercircus,” “Kultur- und 
Nordshau- Magazin,” and even “Sesamstraße.” In the same year, Saarland Radio 
broadcast a portrait of the group at a sold out 3000-seat concert at the Saarbrücker 
Saarlandhalle. By 1979, they were performing 60-70 concerts a year, but by 1985 their 
momentum had slowed, and Henko, Casalich, and the Wulff brothers split off to work on 
projects in theater. In 1996, they released a reunion album entitled, “Sol.” 
 It is not fair to call Ougenweide a direct transplant of British folk-rock, although 
the influence is clear. However, it can hardly be said that they were part of a German 
movement, either. There were a handful of folk-rock bands in Germany at the time, but 
none that enjoyed the same degree of popular success. Gurnemanz, another group that 
focused on setting medieval poetry, formed in 1972 and recorded two albums, but the 
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group did not last and failed to garner much attention. As a result, Ougenweide was more 
or less isolated at home. The group would not stay together long enough to see its 
influence manifested as the next generation of Mittelalter bands formed.  
 However, the influence is undeniable and easy to trace. Later Mittelalter bands 
would not only take Ougenweide's core idea and elements of their folk-rock sound, but 
particular text settings as well. For instance, it has become something of a competition for 
Mittelalter bands to make their own arrangements, after Ougenweide, of Walther von 
Vogelweide's song, “Palästinalied,” among them In Extremo, Corvus Corax, Omnia, 
Qntal, and Mägo de Oz. Another example is their setting of the Merseburer 
Zaubersprüche, also arranged by In Extremo and other bands outside of the world of 
Mittelalter. This piece will be considered in more detail later on.  
 Four years after Ougenweide's demise, Mittelalter found a new voice in Corvus 
Corax. The movement continued to gain momentum in the mid-90's, when In Extremo 
formed and Subway to Sally reoriented itself as a Mittelalter band. Why did Mittelalter 
continue to be relevant to the German popular music scene? We have seen that 
Ougenweide reacted against both the dominance of British and American popular music 
and the politically-charged avant-garde Krautrock movements. But what circumstances 
led the next wave of artists to adopt medieval texts, instruments, and themes?  
 The state of affairs of popular music in Germany had changed by this time, but 
the inequality of foreign (English language) and native German influences remained. 
Germany began producing more vernacular music, but innovative homegrown German 
movements tended to be short-lived. “Krautrock” was considered to have died out by the 
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mid-1980's and its descendent style, electronic-rock, could not make the same claim to 
political relevance and artistic creativity. Krautrock did set the stage for EBM (electronic 
body music), a genre in which German artists such as Sven Vath, Maurizio, and 
numerous others made major innovations that would influence artists worldwide. EBM 
would not come into its own until the 1990's, however, and in the meantime it remained 
somewhat marginalized.  
 Germany had also been developing a native hard rock and metal scene since the 
1960's. The Scorpions, formed in Hannover in 1965 and still performing today, remains 
one of the best-selling hard rock bands of all time. German rock groups stretched the 
limit of how powerful “hard rock” could acceptably be and in some cases achieved 
international attention, but they still performed almost entirely in English with lyrics that 
conformed to established conventions and themes from Britain and the U.S.  
 Meanwhile, Neue Deutsche Welle, an innovative genre that briefly flourished in 
the late 1970's and early 1980's, fought the long reign of English by artistically 
interpreting the sounds of the German language itself. However, the most innovative 
artists were quickly replaced by a highly commercialized, “watered down” version of 
their sound that ultimately brought the genre to an early end.  
 The next form of intellectual German pop music to develop was often called the 
Hamburger Schule. This movement was comprised of largely independently produced 
artists influenced by punk and grunge with a prominent Marxist bent. The Hamburger 
Schule coexisted with the second generation of Mittelalter artists and shared an interest in 
producing German-language music for more intellectual audiences. However, their raw, 
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unpolished sound and political edge gave them a different appeal from Mittelalter. 
 All the while, hip-hop was making massive inroads. Hip-hop came to Germany in 
the early 80s and quickly took over as the most popular form of music among German 
youth. This situation remains today, with German hip-hop sales consistently second only 
to the US. While most German hip-hop is still derivative of American models, Sabine 
von Dirke makes a distinction between an “Old School” and a “New School” which 
makes it its mission to “[step] out of the shadow of U.S. popular culture.”6 New School 
artists such as Die Fantastischen Vier and Advanced Chemistry used hip-hop as a vehicle 
for political messages relevant to German youth and clever German-language wordplay. 
 Thus, Mittelalter's second generation was born into a world in which American-
style hip-hop/gangster rap and pop-rock took center-stage while the more interesting and 
characteristically “German” hard rock/heavy metal, electronic-rock, EBM, Hamburger 
Schule punk, and “New School” hip-hop competed for fans in the periphery, with little 
German-language music leaving the country. As we can see, Germany did enjoy a 
flowering of local styles, but in some ways the situation had changed little since the 
1970s. The niche that Ougenweide had filled was left empty once they disbanded. Just as 
Ougenweide stood as a less overtly political option to Krautrock, Mittelalter offered 
intelligent German lyrics without the Hamburger Schule's Marxist leanings. Musically, 
Mittelalter bands reintroduced audiences to exotic instruments with peculiar timbres that 
could not be found elsewhere. Also, they filled the new dearth of lyrics of a serious, 
                                                            
6  Sabine von Dirke, “Hip-Hop Made in Germany: From Old School to the Kanaksta 
Movement,” German Pop Culture: How “American” Is It? ed. Agnes C. Mueller (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2004) 98. 
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sensitive, and sentimental sort on the market. Similarly, since the folk-rock groups that 
briefly flowered in the 1970s and 1980s went by the wayside, the narrative mode of 
writing lyrics had been woefully neglected. The new wave of Mittelalter bands filled this 
void with gusto by appropriating supposedly “medieval” ballads from Scandinavian 
countries and writing new songs in the storytelling mode on medieval and fantasy topics. 
Just as importantly, Mittelalter represented an alternative to the cold, dystopian aesthetic 
of “industrial metal” that many bands adopted and that Rammstein would soon perfect. 
 As another unique contribution to the music scene, some of the “lighter” 
Mittelalter groups attempted to bridge the perceived gap between the worlds of art and 
popular music. Corvus Corax in particular combine a rock-inspired visual presence and 
dance-worthy percussion with instrumentation, textures, and the medieval estampies, 
saltarellos, ductias, and monophonic song melodies that make up an important repertory 
for the early music movement. Both Corvus Corax and Schandmaul also embarked on 
ambitious projects that integrated modern symphony orchestras with medieval 
instruments. Schandmaul's “Kunststück” took place at the Circus Krone Building in 
Munich in 2004 and included a string orchestra (Das Puchheimer 
Jugendkammerorchester). The next year, Corvus Corax would outdo Schandmaul by 
performing their Cantus Buranus concert with a full symphony orchestra, two choirs, and 
a troupe of dancers. Cantus Buranus will be considered in greater detail later on. 
 Finally, to point out the obvious, Mittelalter bands sing about the middle ages, 
which other bands do not. This fact is enough by itself to make a difference. In fact, as 
we shall see, the way that Mittelalter bands appropriate medieval and fantasy images in 
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their sound, lyrics, and visual style has made them the center of a uniquely diverse and 
intensely creative community of fans. In short, Mittelalter differed from available forms 
of popular music in the mid-1990s because it appealed to the imagination in ways other 
styles failed to do. Mittelalter tells stories, makes strange noises, and attempts (with 
varying degrees of pretension and success, as we shall see) to link the popular music of 
the present to the Middle Ages. It appeals to a wide band of social groups, including 
rockers, goths, and fantasy role-playing aficionados. Designed for the few, Mittelalter 
has, against all odds, made inroads from the periphery to the mainstream. It is at once 
harsh, sensitive, esoteric, accessible, serious, and ironic. Its cultural importance has never 






Old Texts and New Styles 
 
 
 Mittelalter's depiction of the Middle Ages draws far more from contemporary 
imagination than textbook history. The fashions, character archetypes, stories, 
instruments, melodies, and texts that lend Mittelalter its air of gravity and antiquity are 
either derived from medieval fantasy or subjected to extensive processes of interpretation 
and recontextualization. Even so, Mittelalter artists integrate texts and melodies from 
medieval manuscripts into their music, and the way in which the bands interact with 
medieval source material lends some depth to their jointly-constructed world. But what is 
the extent of this depth? To what degree do Mittelalter artists critically engage with their 
sources? To what extent do they allow the texts to speak for themselves, rather than using 
the words as vehicles to express other agendas? Does their newly-composed music reflect 
a sensitivity to the origin and meaning of the texts they employ? Are contemporary and 
medieval elements well integrated in the final product, or are they artlessly forced to 
share the same space? This chapter will examine the relationship of contemporary music 
(or arrangement) to medieval texts and melodies in selected recordings in order to draw 
conclusions about how effectively and sensitively Mittelalter artists appropriate medieval 
sources. 
 I have chosen as case studies In Extremo's “Merseburger Zaubersprüche I;” Faun's 
“Satyros” and “Par Veneris;” and Corvus Corax's “Saltarello/Ductia/Trotto.” I will 
elaborate in the pages that follow on what makes each example worthy of detailed 
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consideration, but as a group they represent the diversity of sounds present within 
Mittelalter. “Merseburger Zaubersprüche I” is rooted in heavy metal, “Satyros” integrates 
electronica with a more typical folk sound, “Par Veneris” experiments with 
stereotypically medieval harmonies, and “Ductia” is an acoustic instrumental 
arrangement.  
 Following Ougenweide, In Extremo composed its own setting of the 
“Merseburger Zaubersprüche,” the first half of which was released on their 1999 album, 
“Verehrt und Angespien.” Known among English speakers as the “Merseburg 
Incantations” or “Merseburg Charms,” they occupy a unique place among extant 
medieval texts.7 Discovered in the library of the cathedral chapter of Merseburg in 1841, 
the Merseburg Incantations are two magic spells set in Old High German verse and 
preserved in a theological treatise traced back tentatively to ninth- or tenth-century Fulda. 
The verse seems to straddle the line between Christian and pagan influence as it is 
organized both by the assonance of ancient poetry and the paired end-rhymes of the 
Christian tradition. What is more, the incantations are the only surviving written 
examples of pre-Christian religious belief in Old High German, and as such they have 
long enjoyed a high profile as a significant touchstone in German cultural history. The 
text of the first incantation is as follows: 
                                                            
7 The “Merseburg Incantations” were fist published with commentary by Jacob Grimm in 
the Philologische und historische Abhandlungen  (1842). For a survey of the subsequent research, 
see Reidar Th. Christiansen, “Die finnischen und nordischen Varianten des zweiten 
Merseburgerspruches,” Folklore Fellows Communications, no. 18 (Hamina, Finland, 1914) 1-17; 
J. Knight Bostock, A Handbook on Old High German Literature (Oxford, 1955); and Heinz 
Rupp, “Forschung zur althochdeutschen Literatur 1945-1962,” Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift für 




Eiris sazun idisi, sazun hera duoder; 
suma hapt heptidun, suma heri lezidun, 
suma clubodun umbi cuoniouuidi: 
insprinc haptbandun, inuar uigandun. 
Once sat women, 
They sat here, then there. 
Some fastened bonds, 
Some impeded an army, 
Some unraveled fetters: 
Escape the bonds, 
flee the enemy!8 
 Neither of the incantations are paired with music, and it is unknown whether 
music would have been part of their recitation. As a result, they invite imaginative 
interpretation. Ougenweide's setting of the first incantation, however, seems to have little 
to do with the text at all. It begins with an easy-going, lightly jazzy texture, and when the 
vocals enter, Casalich exaggerates certain syllables as if to point out the absurdity of the 
archaic language. The music seems immediately at odds with a text about captured 
soldiers, otherworldly women, and magical power. One might venture an ironic 
interpretation, but more likely the incantation was merely a convenient but arbitrary text 
for a pre-composed melody. 
 In Extremo's setting, at the very least, gives a stronger impression of coherence. 
The overall affect is one of gravity, dignity, and mystery, which is accomplished by a 
number of complementary factors. These include the extreme, almost painful regularity 
of the 4/4 meter. The piece never once deviates from a 4/4 pattern or tolerates any 
significant rhythmic ambiguity in the individual parts. It is easy to see from this example, 
                                                            
8  John Jeep, Medieval Germany: An Encyclopedia (New York: Garland Pub., 2001) 112-
113.  
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taken from the initial entrance of the singer, how the downbeats are emphasized by the 
instruments and voice all sounding a D together on long note durations. The drummer 
uses different patterns throughout the song, but for nearly half of it he merely keeps the 
beat on the ride cymbal.  
 
Example 1: In Extremo, transcription by Corwyn Wyatt, “Merseburger Zaubersprüche 
I,” In Extremo Live (Universal Music Domestic Division, 2002) mm. 5-8. 
 
The chord changes follow a simple 8-bar pattern: 
               
This pattern remains in place throughout the song. The grounding in D minor, reinforced 
by modal power-chords contributes to the sense of great weight and strength that underlie 
the setting.  
 The texture is heterophonic with chordal support. Before the entrance of the 
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guitar, the bass sounds the roots of the chords and the harp arpeggiates the remaining 
notes. At the same time, the harp doubles the notes of the vocal melody, with slight 
variation, as seen in the example above. Due to the predictability of the patterns, changes 
in texture gain a higher level of expressive importance. When the singer has reached the 
end of the text for the first time of three repetitions, the guitar enters with a quarter-note 
anticipation, the drum pattern fills out, and the bagpipes replace the harp with their 
powerful, reedy tone: 
Example 2: In Extremo, “Merseburger Zaubersprüche I,” mm. 20-23. 
 
This is Mittelalter-metal's distinctive sound-- bagpipes over a heavily-distorted guitar 
banging out power-chords in the minor mode. In hindsight, everything up to this point 
resembles a “slow” introduction (although the tempo never actually changes). In Extremo 
frequently makes use of slower introductions to add variety and to showcase some of the 
more “delicate” instruments, such as the harp and nyckelharpa. However, they are rarely 
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as long as this, which in the live recording lasts until just before the 1:30 mark. Since the 
singer has just reached the end of the text, the first third achieves a sense of completion 
by itself.  
 This brings us to the most important question for our purposes: how effectively 
does In Extremo's setting actually represent the text? As we have seen, the slow 
regularity of the rhythm, the plodding harmony with its power-chords, and the 
heterophonic texture using archaic instruments give the sense of something ancient, 
potent, and dignified; surely this is appropriate for the recitation of pagan war magic.  
 In fact, the overall form of the piece is determined by the text, with important 
textural changes and vocal inflections taking their cues from it. The first iteration of the 
text is sung over a gentle texture of harp, bass, and light percussion. The second adds 
electric guitar and bagpipe, which play an interlude before the vocals begin the text again. 
For the third iteration, the interlude is unexpectedly eschewed, and instead the vocal line 
shoots up the octave with more freedom to embellish the melody. This is accompanied by 
an increasingly-active drum pattern and, not long after, the reappearance of the bagpipe, 
which plays with the vocals for the first time and adds another layer to the heterophonic 
texture.  
 One could read the repetition of the text simply as a means of adding length. 
However, with the clear structure of tiered intensity, one could also read the song's 
structure as an interpretation of the pagan practice of magic. The text is repeated because 
the band imagines the magician reciting the incantation multiple times, each time rising 
in ritualistic fervor. Following the first recitation, the magician pauses, perhaps to recover 
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from the strain of performing the spell or to wait for it to take effect. Following the 
second recitation, the magician becomes transported and throws himself into the final 
iteration. The lead singer's voice becomes throaty and strained in the upper register, and 
the effect is highly suggestive; it is easy to imagine the sound coming from an 
archetypical druid such as we have all seen depicted in books and film, shouting at the 
elements to obey his commands. 
Example 3: In Extremo, “Merseburger Zaubersprüche I,” vocal line, mm. 49-56. 
  
 On a more subtle level, the singer takes cues to add embellishments from the text 
as well. In the first and second iterations, on the syllable di of the word cuoniouuidi (and 
nowhere else), he slips downward in pitch and descends into a growl. It would be hard to 
make sense of this as a form of text-painting; there is no immediate logical connection 
between the verb “to unfetter” and falling in pitch. However, the gesture could be read 
structurally. The text is divided in two sections: the first part tells a story that acts as a 
preamble to the spell, while the second part is the spell itself, which draws on the story to 
fuel its power by way of analogy. The word cuoniouuidi is the final word of this 
preamble, and as such, the last syllable is a critical structural juncture in the text. The 
growl could be seen as a signifier and punctuation of this rhetorical shift.  
 While the music is far from complex, virtuosic, or evocative of extant medieval 
music in any substantive way (beyond the inclusion of harp and bagpipes), it succeeds in 
interpreting the text in varying degrees of subtlety. The approach taken in “Merseburger 
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Zaubersprüche” is fairly typical of In Extremo when they are dealing with medieval texts. 
It could be said that this setting allows the text to speak for itself in a contemporary 
context, while Faun's typical approach co-opts the text to highlight their own concerns. 
 A good example of Faun's approach, as well as an opportunity to see how they 
incorporate electronics into their performances, is “Satyros,” a setting of parts of the 73rd 
song from Carmina Burana. By considering the text alone, we can easily guess Faun's 
interest in the poem: it deals with satyrs in the throes of the Bacchanal, a topic which 
Faun, with its obsession with its own namesake and a self-identification with paganism, 
could not help but find appealing. The text is specifically drawn from stanzas 4a, 4b, and 
6a. The stanzas 1a through 3b deal primarily with praise of nature's beauty, a topic Faun 
confronts on numerous other occasions. However, in this song, the band is more 
interested in musically depicting frenzied revelry than calm contemplation.  
 The exclusion of the fifth stanza, which describes love's “fire,” makes little sense 
from a thematic standpoint. However, Faun has openly discussed their practice of writing 
melodies first, then searching for texts to fit them. Since the fifth stanza has a different 
syllabic scheme than the stanzas around it, it is likely that the band merely did not have 
music to match this text. The stanzas included in the song are as follows: 
 Satyros hoc excitat 
Et Dryadum choreas 
Redivivis incitat 
Hoc ignibus Napeas 
 
Hoc Cupido concitus 
Hoc amor innovatur 
Hoc ego sollicitus 
Hoc mihi me furatur 
 
This (Spring) excites the Satyrs 
And incites the Dryadic choruses 
With renewed fire. 
 
 
By this is Cupid provoked, 
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Si quis amans per amare 
Mereri posset amari 
Posset Amor michi velle 
Mederi dando beari 
By this is love renewed, 
By this am I made restless, 
By this am I made mad. 
 
If, through loving, some lover could be able 
to be worthy of another's love, 
Love could will me 
To be cured by surrendering to be gladdened.9 
 
  
The fact that the music is composed without text does not mean that the band is 
insensitive to the text's meaning, however. “Satyros” is vivid in its depiction of Dionysian 
revelry. Part of this comes from the evocative timbres at work in the song. In the studio 
recording that appeared on their album “Renaissance,” vocalist Fiona Rüggeberg is 
double-tracked and starts the song by singing a short duet with herself. Although this 
technique can easily be overused, Rüggeberg's voice is smooth and pleasant, but not 
distinctive enough to sound artificial when harmonizing with itself. The melody is not 
overly interesting on its own, but it is sung with such ease and such tasteful, minimal 
ornamentation that it comes across as carefree, despite the forbidding minor mode and 
stock-mysterious quality of the drone harmonies. Unfortunately, the second verse's 
irregularities make for some awkward syllabification, particularly on the words innovatur 
and furatur. In instances such as this, Faun proves at times to be insensitive to the natural 
accents of the archaic languages they draw from. 
 
                                                            
9 Seraphim230, Lyricstranslate.com (Jan. 20, 2012) <http://lyricstranslate.com/en/satyros-
satires.html#songtranslation>. 
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Example 4: Faun, transcription by Corwyn Wyatt, vocal duet from “Satyros,” Eden 
(Banshee Records, 2011).  
 
 
The important instruments on the track are the recorder and fiddle, which form another 
duet that mirrors the vocalists. When the recorder enters, it plays an elaborated 
interpretation of the melody that is soon supported by a violin countermelody.  
 
Example 5: Faun, recorder and violin duet from “Satyros.” 
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The two parts clash noticeably on the downbeat of the fourth measure of the above 
example, as well as the downbeat and fourth beat of the eighth bar; try as he might, the 
sound engineer could not quite manage to hide the dissonance by covering the violin's 
lower register with synth-beats. Still, the bright and clear timbre of the recorder against 
the colder, droning violin sound, all over a bed of driving electronic percussion, makes 
for a satisfying texture.  
 The bridge following the instrumental duet is particularly interesting. The 
percussion, which has combined samples taken from a bass drum with synthesized beats, 
grows more insistent and erratic in this section. The recorder takes up a further-abstracted 
version of the melody, moving in fast triplets, and plays against a digital echo of itself 
that is spatially set apart by panning. Over all this activity is an eerie sample of a girl 
laughing, which moves from right to left, then back right again. The effect is one of an 
opening up of space. It is as if the action were being observed from a safe distance, then, 
at the height of the Bacchanal, the observer is dragged into the dance.  
 Suddenly, the texture thins out, the recorder disappears, and the fiddle takes over 
with a dirge played over sampled funeral bells. The Rüggebergs return to deliver the 
remainder of the text in a mournful duet. 
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Example 6: Faun, second vocal quartet from “Satyros.” 
 
Since the remainder of the poem has been removed, the text underlying this section could 
be interpreted as hopeful (holding out for the possibility of requited love) or a descent 
into despair. Clearly, the band has chosen the latter option, with good reason. The 
transition into the sound-world of the macabre lends some depth and unity to the track. It 
serves as an effective contrast to the sprightly world of the recorder and percussion, but 
also an exploration of a darker strand present in the cold, hollow sound of the fiddle and 
the sampled laughter. This section contributes to the track's effectiveness in skirting the 
border between depression and mania, making it an exemplary expression of Goth 
culture's embracing of emotional extremes. It also reinforces the ambiguity inherent in 
mythology about the satyrs, the dryads, and the ancient lovers-in-the-woods to whom the 
text refers; while the existence they lead is attractively natural and unconstrained, their 
excesses of emotion often lead to violence, tragedy, even self-obliteration. The extremes 
of the recorder/percussion and fiddle/bells worlds, bridged by the singers, together form a 
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nuanced picture of the subject matter at hand.  
 With its interesting interplay of timbres, frequent textural changes, and (mostly) 
tasteful integration of electronic synth and sampling, Faun has succeeded in stimulating 
the imagination of a space in which the poetry may dwell. However, in some ways their 
setting fails to do justice to the poem itself. Whereas the Merseburg Incantations are 
themselves divorced from any context in the codex in which they were found, “Satyros” 
extracts a portion of a poem and separates it from the cycle of which it is a part. More 
problematically, it presents what is part of the Christian monastic tradition reflecting on 
ancient Greek literature as if it were itself a “pagan” source. The “voice” of the scribe is 
nowhere to be found.  
 Ultimately, however, Carl Orff's masterpiece is guilty of exactly the same charge. 
Orff includes more of the cycle, but he still picks and chooses texts in order to emphasize 
a theme. While Faun subjects the text to the conventions of contemporary German folk-
rock, Orff forced them to speak according to his own experimental and idiomatic style. 
An appeal to aesthetics might succeed in indicting Faun while excusing Orff, but such 
arguments could not help but perpetuate elitism and cut off the realm of popular art from 
grappling meaningfully with the Middle Ages. Faun has never expressed a goal of 
representing the Middle Ages in a complete and holistic way; instead, their work is 
focused on using medieval source material as a window into ancient paganism. It could 
be argued that their work is characterized by far less unfounded pretension than the world 
of art music in this regard. 
 It is a good thing that Faun makes no pretense of presenting historical artwork 
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intact, because their songs perpetrate maneuvers with source-material that can be quite 
difficult to follow. “Par Veneris,” released on their first album in 2002, “Zaubersprüche,” 
provides an example of the types of manipulations they frequently make. Musically, the 
track follows folk-rock conventions closely and does little of particular interest, except 
for the peculiar three-part vocal canon that introduces the piece. The three voices share 
single line of text, “Faune, nympharum fugientum amator,” which is derived not from a 
medieval source, but from the Odes of Horace. This line opens the eighteenth ode of his 
third book, which Paul Muldoon translates as “Faunus, you who love the nymphs, from 
whom the nymphs love to run...”10 The ode goes on to beg Faunus for protection of the 
poet's flocks of sheep, but the band is more interested in the invocation for its own sake. 
The introduction would appear to be an imaginative interpretation of a Greek chorus' 
invocation of the Gods, specifically their namesake deity.  
 This introduction is one of the few instances in which Faun offers to “recreate” an 
archaic performance practice, albeit one that makes no claim to historical accuracy. Their 
first album, “Zaubersprüche,” has several of these moments, but subsequently they have 
moved away from this impulse. Their more mature sound still makes use of medieval 
instruments, but the melodies and harmonic structures are derived from Celtic folk and 
pop-rock rather than any overtly “medieval” sound. Evidently, the band found their 
attempt to evoke a medieval sound that is fundamentally different from contemporary 
music either untenable or undesirable. This reinforces a point that will be discussed in 
Chapter Four that the fans understand Mittelalter to be modern music and prefer a 
                                                            
10  Paul Muldoon, Horace, the Odes: New Translations by Contemporary Poets, ed. J. D. 
McClatchy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002) 211. 
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modern sound to one influenced by the historically informed performance movement.  
 
Example 7: Faun, transcription by Corwyn Wyatt, Introduction to “Par Veneris,” 
Zaubersprüche (Curzweyhl, 2002). 
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Following the introduction, the rest of the text is cobbled together from Carmina Burana 
poems 13 and 59, as well as a few lines that appear to have been composed in Latin by 
the band. One can trace the source-material as follows: 
 
Faune nympharum fugientum amator...                 Odes of Horace, book III, ode 18 
 
Ecce chorus virginum 
Tempore vernali,     Carmina Burana no. 59, first 4 lines of the 1st  
Dum soli incendium   
Radios aequali;                                                        
In haec valle florida 
Floreus flagratus, Carmina Burana no. 59, first 4 lines of the 2nd 
Inter septa lilia                                                        
Locus purpuratus. 
 
Sueriat lenis arundoris. Composed by Faun 
Narrat fabulae luex oritur:                                       
 
In Fortune solio 
Sederam elatus, 
Prosperitatis vario 
Flore coronatus; Carmina Burana no. 13, 2nd stanza 
Quiequid enim florui                                                 
Felix et beatus, 




Initially, it is difficult to fathom why Faun would create a chimeric text such as this. If 
the extent of their interest in medieval source-material were in giving their music an air 
of antiquity, they could have set any one of these three poems in its entirety with much 
the same effect. Their choice not to do this points to a deeper commitment to the poetry's 
meaning, albeit not necessarily the author's intended meaning. A translation of “Par 
Veneris” makes it clear why Faun chose to blend texts in this way: 
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The Goddess' Companion 
The Faun is loved by shy virgins... 
 
See the circle of the virgins 
in times of spring, 
when the sun inflames 
and it sends is sunbeams 
into this dale in its full bloom 
where between seven lilies 
a crimson place is hidden. 
 
With his lips he kisses the flute. 
He tells his tales, the light is born. 
 
On Dame Fortune's throne 
I sat high,with success' 
colorful flowers crowned, 
and even though I felt so good, 
have been in bliss and luck, 
now I have fallen from this height, 
bereft all grandeur.11 
 
The text of “Par Veneris” as a whole is a commentary on the decline of paganism. Faun 
uses the invocation from Ovid to make the rest of the text speak to the topic of their 
choosing. They take the image of vernal beauty from Carmina Burana no. 59 to show 
Faunus, symbolizing what is best in pagan belief, in his place of power. Faun inserts their 
own text to emphasize Faunus as the central, heroic figure of this narrative. The addition 
of Carmina Burana no. 13 moves the story forward; it suggests that Faunus has been 
“dethroned,” presumably by Christianity, and leads us to feel remorse and nostalgia for 
the ancient, earthy beliefs we have by and large left behind. Far from passively presenting 
medieval sources, Faun uses them to express their own commitment to neopagan belief, 
                                                            
11  Trans. by Kjartan, Sword Chant Forum <www.sword-chant.com/t876–pagan–folk–faun–
zauberspruche–english>. 
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though at the expense of any sense of the texts' original contexts. 
 In contrast to Faun's emphasis on text, Corvus Corax's “Saltarello/Ductia/Trotto” 
is an instrumental arrangement that takes its melodic material from the small body of 
extant medieval courtly dances. The band's original contribution takes the form of the 
arrangement and recording techniques they choose to employ. Following is an outline of 
their arrangement as recorded on Inter Deum et Diabolum Semper Musica Est:12 
 
0:00 – 0:38: Improvisation on solo bagpipes 
0:39 – 1:32: Saltarello played on bagpipes, percussion enters 
1:33 – 2:27: Ductia played on ensemble of shawms 
2:28 – 2:57: Improvisation on solo shawm 
2:58 – 3:53: Ductia reprised on ensemble of shawms 
3:54 – 4:01: Improvisation on solo hand drums 
4:02 – 4:32: Trotto played by solo shawm 
4:33 – 4:46: Trotto played by ensemble of shawms in fourths 
 
 The arrangement is interesting because it both mirrors common techniques in the 
early music movement and ventures beyond what has traditionally been considered 
acceptable practice. When instrumental early music ensembles such as David Munrow's 
Early Music Consort of London or the Newberry Consort string dances together into 
medleys, the relative lengths of the sections and the duration of the recording as a whole 
usually fit closely with the model of “Saltarello/Ductia/Trotto.” However, these 
                                                            
12  Corvus Corax, “Saltarello/Ductia/Trotto,” Inter Deum et Diaboloum Semper Musica Est 
(Pica Records, 1993). 
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ensembles would not mix repertoire from different times and places as Corvus Corax has 
done. While the Saltarello and Trotto are both derived from the fourteenth-century Italian 
manuscript British Library, Additional 22987, the Ductia is from the thirteenth-century 
French manuscript Bibliothèque Nationale, fonds francais 844c. It is common practice 
when arranging medieval instrumental music to add a solo improvisation on a melody as 
an introduction, as we see in this recording; however, when at 2:28 one of the band 
members bends a note on the shawm chromatically up the scale, the band steps outside of 
commonly accepted interpretation.  
 It is also uncommon to see early music groups experimenting with effects in the 
production studio. In the shawm ensemble sections of the “Saltarello/Ductia/Trotto,” 
there is an alternation between a soloist and a group that play in unison. The recording 
sets these parties apart through the use of extreme left-right panning, far more than would 
be apparent without studio editing. The track moves between the two no less than 46 
times. The result is that the listener's awareness is focused by constant movement through 
the aural space.  
 Corvus Corax's freedom in combining pieces betrays their monolithic, uniform 
view of the Middle Ages. Ironically, while Mittelalter fans understand the movement to 
be about diversity, as we will see, their conception of the Middle Ages perpetuates 
unsubtle conformity to established stereotypes. But while their treatment of the historical 
Middle Ages is often shallow, the freedom to draw from the early music movement 
without being tied down to its standards of practice is an advantage for Corvus Corax. It 
allows them to experiment with extended playing techniques and studio effects, helping 
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Symbols and Spectacle: Medieval Images on Stage and on Screen 
 
 
 On a hot August night at the Museumsinsel in Berlin, the audience filters into a 
marbled courtyard. Among the attendees are middle-aged businessmen, young rockers 
wearing band tees and ripped jeans, schoolteachers, retirees, and cliques from the 
“medieval scene” in doublets, cloaks, and elaborate dresses. They have been told little 
about what they are about to see; it will involve bagpipes, an orchestra, and very old 
songs written by medieval monks.  
 They get more than they bargained for. 
 Over a trembling in the strings, figures dance in the liminally-lit space at the edge 
of the stage. A wraith in white and blue exchanges bows with a creature that is part man, 
part moth, part bird. A hideous swamp beast lurks beneath the legs of a four-legged giant. 
Then, beneath the rumbling of bass drums and timpanis, a team of four black horses pulls 
a chariot driven by a Roman legionnaire down the aisle, delivering the band to the stage. 
They proceed slowly and reverently to the stage as a choir of robed monks drifts in from 
the wings.  
 They take up their pipes and begin to play.  
 
 If medieval texts and melodies provide musical substance for the devoted fan to 
explore, it is the spectacle that gives Mittelalter its main power of attraction. Corvus 
Corax's Cantus Buranus is an extreme example, but in all cases it is representative of 
how Mittelalter bands marry their sounds to a visual setting replete with stereotypical and 
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fantastical medieval images. In this chapter, I will examine how Mittelalter interprets 
medieval images through costuming, movement, instrument construction, and, in the case 
of their music videos, narrative. I will first consider Cantus Buranus in more detail before 
going on to focus on selected music videos.  
 Mittelalter's medieval profile draws on elaborate costumes, lavishly decorated 
stages, and exotic instruments. However, the power of this strategy is not primarily 
harnessed through its exotic appeal, but rather in its familiarity. Mittelalter fans are 
already well acquainted with medieval and fantasy tropes as presented in films, books, 
and video games such as the Elder Scrolls, Final Fantasy, and Gothic series (the latter of 
which features recordings by In Extremo and Corvus Corax), so the juxtaposition of the 
music and images allows the band to be contextualized into a pre-existent– and 
surprisingly consistent– fantasy world. This familiarity also allows the bands to add 
layers of meaning to their lyrics through the decoding of the visuals. This is important to 
bear in mind when discussing Cantus Buranus.  
 In many ways, this show captures the heart of Mittelalter, even if its sound and 
scale is atypical. The project employs a full orchestra (conducted alternatively by Jörg 
Iwer and Bernhard Fabuljan), the Opernchor Staatstheater Cottbus and the Russian Ivan 
Pl. Zajc choir, operatic soprano soloist Ingeberg Schöpf, a handful of dancers and, of 
course, the eight band members themselves. All of the text is derived from the famous 
Carmina Burana manuscript, with the music, including the symphonic parts, written by 
band members Castus, Wim, and Norri as a collaborative effort. The show was first 
performed on January 30th, 2005 at the Staatstheater Cottbus. It continued touring for six 
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years, during which time it traveled to the Netherlands, China, and Mexico. It was 
released in both CD and DVD formats in 2006 after the performance at the Berlin 
Museumsinsel. In 2008, new songs were added and the show was redubbed “Cantus 
Buranus II” with an accompanying release of a new CD and concert DVD.  
 The many actors in the performance are kept separate by clear visual cues, so 
what might have been a chaotic mass on stage instead has the appearance of careful 
organization. The symphonic musicians are dressed in traditional black tuxedos and 
dresses, which allow them essentially to fade into the background. In contrast, the choirs 
wear white monastic robes, which stand out against the orchestra, while the dancers wear 
blue medieval dresses, and the band members sport orange and black oriental-style robes. 
The “fairy creatures” flit about and provide spots of unpredictable motion against what is 
otherwise a strangely static scene; even the dancers remain rooted in place throughout the 
performance. The choir and dancers are placed antiphonally by flanking the orchestra and 
band. This massive and imposing setup reflects on the prevailing view of the Middle 
Ages as an authoritarian era that stretched on for half a millennium without change, a 
time when kings and clergy went unchallenged within a rigid class structure.  
 In fact, the large part of the “medieval world” according to popular understanding 
is represented by the figures on stage. Religious order is present in the form of the choirs 
of monks, the elaborate dresses of the dancers suggest the aristocracy, the band members 
in their oriental robes represent the exotic “other” cultures with which medieval Europe 
had some contact, and the “fairy creatures” stand for the element of the supernatural. One 
might even read the Roman legionnaire bringing the band to the stage and disappearing 
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as acknowledgment of the continued influence of antiquity on the period. Regardless, this 
attempt to place past and present, East and West, religious and secular, natural and 
supernatural on stage together, all encoded in medieval archetypes, speaks to the band's 
faith in their fans' ability to parse this message of “totality” from the many images 
presented. These juxtapositions, along with the webs of significance that the fans bring to 
the images from their exposure to medieval tropes in the media, enable them to enter into 
an imaginative world with sufficient depth and complexity as to become completely lost 
in it.  
 The presence of the “fairy creatures” is particularly interesting for a several 
reasons. While it is not made explicit by the band's banter in the concert or the liner notes 
of the DVD, these figures seem to come straight from a Celtic otherworld, or some other 
mythological source. At least, the costume designs do not match up to any modern 
Tolkien-esque fantasy trope. This is revealing because it speaks to how many Mittelalter 
bands, Faun most explicitly, but others as well, have allied themselves with the Neopagan 
movement. Part of the mission of this loosely-organized movement is a remythologizing 
of our collective worldview: the plurality of gods are to be taken seriously (if not 
literally), animals and plants should be understood as spiritually alive, and the existence 
of all manner of supernatural beings ought to be countenanced according to certain 
strands of Neopaganism.13 
 It is difficult to tell how deeply we should read into this element of the 
                                                            
13  Ár nDraíocht Féin provides a general introduction to the different varieties of 
neopaganism active today. While ADF does not have a presence in Germany, this discussion 
outlines the most common neopagan beliefs. <http://www.adf.org/about/basics/intro-to-
neopaganism.html> 
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production, but the “fairy creatures” are featured prominently and treated differently from 
other actors in the show. They appear on stage first, and for a longer period of time than 
might be expected at a musical event, they move and dance in near silence. They are only 
banished from center stage by the arrival of the choirs of monks (perhaps a commentary 
on Christianity's interaction with pagan traditions?). Still, they remain, darting about 
freely while the musicians and dancers remain stuck in their respective places throughout 
the concert. They never interact with the musicians- it is as if they are invisible to them. 
Thus we have some reason to believe that Corvus Corax's concert is an intentional 
attempt to call attention to the continuation of pagan beliefs throughout the medieval 
period, perhaps to the present day.  
 The spectacle of Cantus Buranus seeks to overwhelm the audience with flashy 
costuming and sheer massed numbers of musicians. However, it also highlights the more 
subtle beauty of the instruments themselves. This is consistent among Mittelalter concerts 
in general. Frequently, the band members themselves craft all the medieval instruments, 
of which there are many, in use. All of Corvus Corax's pipes and shawms are made by 
Wim, one of the pipers in the band, in his own workshop. Other bands have their 
instruments made by professional third-party makers. Regardless, Mittelalter musicians 
take great pride in the instruments themselves and the skill required to make them. 
Contact information for professional makers are listed in liner notes, on websites, and on 
forums. Self-made instruments are decorated ornately and form a critical part of the mise-
en-scène of the concert.  
 Even in the overstimulated atmosphere of Cantus Buranus, attention is called to 
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the beauty of these archaic instruments. The especially intricate bagpipe stocks are 
decorated with gargoyle faces, each one uniquely designed. The chanters flare 
dramatically at the bottom while the drone pipes are cut from thick pieces of rich, dark 
wood and embellished with spiral grooves cut up their lengths. In addition to the consort 
of bagpipes, the concert features shawms of various sizes, a coiled brass horn with a 
sinister serpent's head design, smaller horns made from actual horn, alphorns, a tromba 
marina, and an enormous free-standing hurdy-gurdy that requires two musicians to 
operate.  
 The presence of the medieval instruments is heightened by the exaggerated 
manner in which they are played for theatrical effect. By and large, these instruments take 
the lead aurally as well as visually. However, in some instances, their presence seems to 
be almost purely for visual effect. For example, the tromba marina is featured at one of 
the gentler moments in the show and is bowed with long, graceful strokes. The visual 
tableau of the musician digging into the string of this strange, unwieldy instrument is 
quite moving. However, the instrument's distinctive tone is imperceptible over the bed of 
symphonic strings. Corvus Corax goes to great lengths to ensure that their medieval 
instruments remain on pitch and produce a stable, if strident, tone. However, the tromba 
marina, with its single string and reliance on precise dampening of harmonic nodes, poses 
a unique set of challenges to consistency of tone and pitch. It is not unlikely to surmise 
that these challenges proved too great to make its sound blend in this concert; however, 
the band members clearly value its stage presence enough to feature it.  
 A more successful marriage of sound and spectacle is exemplified by the band's 
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monstrous hurdy-gurdy. One band member must be dedicated merely to turning the 
device's crank. This action itself provides an opportunity for theatrics. Teufel leans on the 
instrument as he slowly spins the crank, emphasizing the instrument's solidity and 
weight. Meanwhile, Wim controls the melody notes, which are activated by lifting a set 
of knobs along the length of the instrument's bridge. He achieves vibrato by shaking the 
knobs in their sockets. The activation of the notes is easily visible to the audience due to 
the size of the instrument and the large motions involved. The visual transparency of the 
playing mechanism gives a sense of immediacy and connectedness among audience, 
musician, and instrument. This overt physicality also visually reflects the deep, weighty 
tone of the instrument. The instrument is convincingly built to look just like it sounds. Of 
course no evidence suggests that a similar hurdy-gurdy was ever produced in the Middle 
Ages, but this modern creation effectively presents to us the character of the hurdy-gurdy 
in a way that audiences can instantly understand. This presents a fine example of how 
history, imagination, theatrics, and modern craftsmanship interact.  
 In the end, how seriously should we take Cantus Buranus? Is it a commentary on 
medieval music? An artistically meritorious performance? Or is it all just impressive 
overstimulation and bombastic rock theatrics? Answering this will necessitate departing 
from the strictly visual elements of the show. To begin, it would be hard to make a case 
that the band interprets the text musically in a meaningful way. The texture of the music 
is consistently dominated by loud, homophonic “Orffian” choral singing, frenetic piping 
melodies, and orchestral support filling out the bass sound and adding flourishes in the 
upper registers. This works well for harsh, apocalyptic texts such as “Custodes sunt 
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Raptores,” but is less appropriate for love songs such as “Dulcissima.” While the band's 
practice of adopting historical texts succeeds in stimulating the fans' interest in medieval 
art, this project falls short of engaging that meaning on a deeper intellectual level.  
 On the other hand, the band is highly successful in showcasing the unique timbres 
and capabilities of their medieval instruments. This is no small achievement; by forcing 
them to compete with modern orchestral instruments, it would be all too easy to trivialize 
these archaic designs with their largely diatonic pitch sets, intonation issues, and 
(bagpipes and shawms excluded) delicate, quiet tones. The capabilities of the instruments 
they use to perform match up with those produced by professional “historically 
informed” instrument makers and use historically-available materials, so they cannot be 
accused of creating “metal monsters” like the harpsichords of the nascent early music 
movement (although their hurdy-gurdy comes close). Their self-made instruments are 
built with exceptional intonation, which is a feat in itself. Anyone who has ever dabbled 
in the bagpipe will know that modern construction methods have done little to facilitate 
the precise tuning of a bagpipe, and yet the band has managed to keep a whole consort of 
them on pitch with an orchestra. In Cantus Buranus, in contrast to most Corvus Corax 
concerts, the instruments are amplified, but the audio mixing is done cleanly enough not 
to interfere with tone.  
 Over the course of the show, the exotic timbres of the medieval instruments are 
combined with the familiar timbres of the symphonic instruments in interesting and 
unique ways. While the orchestral writing is merely competent, these experiments alone 
make a case for Cantus Buranus' artistic merit. For instance, in “Curritur” the low brass 
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play a melody in fifths along with the full complement of bagpipes, and their 
characteristics are just similar enough to blend astonishingly well. The brass support the 
pipes in a lower register, add a percussive articulation to each note, and mellow out their 
stridency. Meanwhile, the pipes provide continuous sound while adding their 
characteristic piercing, nasal quality. The resulting sound is both full and complex.  
 Similarly, in “Sol Solo” the operatic soprano soloist and hurdy-gurdy (of the 
normal-sized variety) stand out together from the overall texture. This time, it is their 
extreme contrast that makes the combination work. The vocalist employs wide and fast 
vibrato, while the hurdy-gurdy is mechanically steady. The voice is warm and full, while 
the hurdy-gurdy is cold and thin. The voice wavers around pitches and does not hit them 
exactly, while the hurdy-gurdy, which employs a series of stops activated by buttons, hits 
the pitches precisely every time. While it cannot be said that the two sounds blend, the 
two producing a melody together is far more interesting than either alone, and this 
combination of sounds could not exist at any other time in any other genre.  
 However, Corvus Corax cannot take full credit for these expressive moments as 
the show's primary conductor, Bernard Fabuljan, is also responsible for much of the 
arrangement. Beyond this, Cantus Buranus runs out of ideas rather quickly, both in terms 
of sound and visuals. The limitations of the medieval instruments force each arrangement 
to be tied down to a set of diatonic melodies and conventional modal harmonies. To put 
all the instruments on equal footing, the orchestra is not used to its full potential. The 
orchestra obviously cannot explore new key areas, nor can it explore extremes of 
loudness, which would cover up the softer medieval instruments, or softness, which 
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would not be heard over the amplified bagpipes and shawms. The concert is also limited 
by its own imagery; for Corvus Corax, the monks of the Middle Ages are ever solemn, 
rigid, and shrouded in mystery, and to reflect this archetype they limit their music to the 
Aeolian mode and banish any hint of sweet-sounding close harmonies in thirds. This 
harshness of the open fourths and fifths becomes harder to take as the concert progresses, 
and by the end it is almost brutal. 
 Visually, besides the appearance of a few soloists and a rotating stock of 
instruments, few surprises remain after the first few songs. The members of Corvus 
Corax have some standard choreography they use in their concerts: they spin, do-see-do, 
and leap up and down, all while playing their pipes. However, they reuse these tricks over 
and over again.  
 The more fundamental problem is that there is no interaction among the various 
groups onstage beyond playing the music. As we have seen, Cantus Buranus does 
contain a statement about the Middle Ages– its visual and aural portrayal of medieval 
archetypes emphasizes the mystery, the perpetual stability, and the colorful extremes that 
characterize the period in popular imagination. But since these archetypes occupy their 
own separate worlds onstage, the statement is thin. Again, Corvus Corax is relying on the 
audience's deep familiarity with medieval tropes so as to connect the elements on stage in 
their own minds. If not for this, the performance would come off as disjointed, even 
nonsensical. 
 Cantus Buranus does move beyond mere spectacle. Its rich costuming and bold 
experiments with medieval instruments prove wonderfully evocative for its fans. 
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Ultimately, this is the key distinction: it evokes much, but says little. Founding-member 
Castus reveals that this has been the band's goal all along: 
It's important that what we do doesn't sound like a lesson from school, but to 
always make the whole thing more interesting and perhaps add a little fantasy so 
that everyone can play together [in] their own medieval world.14 
 
Corvus Corax, and by extension Cantus Buranus, is about the richness and communality 
of the imaginary space. It is something like escapism, but more positive. It is not about 
depicting history, or even about adding anything to collective imagination. Instead, it is 
about showing people medieval archetypes vividly, as they expect to see them, so as to 
reinforce an existing mutually-constructed fantasy. 
 The live concert lends itself to dealing with medieval archetypes in this evocative, 
but rather general way. In contrast, the music video is a more closely controlled medium, 
which allows for more precision in the way medieval images are utilized. Mittelalter 
bands frequently use music videos as an opportunity to express political and cultural 
critique, and Medieval images form an essential part of the symbolic codes the bands use 
to point out the flaws in the modern world. In various ways, they depict the Middle Ages, 
or rather our communal medieval fantasy, as a corrective to their experiences in the 
present day. The tropes are similar to those that pervade the typical “Hollywood” 
presentation of the Middle Ages, in which people are shown living simple and dignified, 
if harsh, lives. However, the medieval fantasy that Mittelalter artists have inherited is 
“darker” and more complex in many ways than earlier models, and the bands are more 
self-conscious about their appropriation of medieval images. The result is a more 
                                                            
14  Castus Rabensang, qtd. by Emer, “Corvus Corax– Interview with Castus– Part I,” 
Draconia Network (Jan. 3, 2012) <http://music-draconia.net/2012/01/03/corvus-corax-interview-
with-castus-part-i/>. 
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nuanced and ambiguous comparison between the present and the imagined past.  
 In Extremo's music videos are particularly intriguing examples of how the Middle 
Ages interact with the present. “Horizont,” released in 2005, blends the two worlds 
together in a dreamlike fashion and reveals much about their attitudes towards the 
present. It opens with a woodland scene, inhabited by a dark-skinned elf. Michael enters 
the scene, dressed in a business suit and dragging what appears to be a small Viking boat 
by a thick rope. He continues walking and dragging the boat throughout the rest of the 
video as he sings. Along the way, he passes by Marta Jandova (a guest singer) and other 
members of his band, but does not notice or interact with any of them. They are seen 
sitting with a bowl of apples, playing their instruments in a procession, chopping wood in 
a clearing, and lying prostrate beside a wrecked automobile. Figures with the heads of 
pigs and chimpanzees are also seen spying on Michael from behind the cover of trees. 
Michael trudges on, dragging his boat past these scenes until he reaches a dock on a lake. 
He is confronted by the giant apparition of Marta, and they sing together. At the end, we 
see the elf again, which runs off into the woods.  
 There is nothing about the lyrics that requires a fantasy setting. It makes no 
mention of the Middle Ages or any supernatural elements. It is sung from the perspective 
of a man berating himself for his many failures that, evidently, caused a relationship to 
end. Over and over, he accuses himself of cheating, lying, making false promises, and so 







Dort wo der Horizont sich mit dem Meer verbindet 
Dort wollt ich auf dich warten 
Auf dass do mich dort findest  
  
(Where the horizon meets the seas  
there I wanted to wait for you 
for you to find me)15 
 
 A music video for this song could easily have been set in the modern day, perhaps 
with Michael walking along an endless highway towards a distant ocean. Instead, the 
road to “where the horizon meets the seas” is depicted as the magical forest of medieval 
folklore, and the cross that Michael must bear, so to speak, is a boat. The setting thus 
adds another layer of interpretation to the lyrics and strikes an important concordance 
with attitudes toward the Middle Ages in the Mittelalter movement more generally.  
 The setting accomplishes a number of things. First, the strangeness and wildness 
of the setting suggest the distance that Michael has had to travel to reach the place where 
he may wait for his love. He has made it to an imagined edge of the world that is far more 
vivid than any real locale. His labor, too, is heightened by the setting. We have such a 
large stock of images connecting the Middle Ages to backbreaking physical toil that 
when we see Michael pulling his vessel along, we are inclined to see hordes of Vikings 
porting their boats, peasants carting vegetables, masons dragging stones, and so on, 
compounding their work together. The audience is led to sympathize with Michael as a 
result; despite what he claims to have done, we cannot doubt the sincerity of his penance. 
The presence of monsters in the trees, though somewhat comical, also add an element of 
danger to the scene. In short, images from the Middle Ages and fantasy are used here as 
                                                            
15  Translation by Neithan, Songmeanings.net (Apr. 4, 2006) 
<http://www.songmeanings.net/songs/view/3530822107858563009/>. 
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elsewhere to add emotional intensity.  
 One can also read a critique of the modern world into the choice of setting. As 
Michael marches forward, he passes a wrecked car, an object that obviously belongs to 
the world of modern reality, not medieval fantasy. This may serve as a symbol of the 
failure of the modern world as a whole, one that has spun out of control and “crashed.” 
Specifically, this song indicts the modern world's capacity for truth. Michael decides he 
must come here to escape his own propensity to lie, cheat, and make promises he can't 
keep, which casts this imaginary world, ironically, as more “real” or “truthful” than our 
own. Here, Michael reconnects with himself and begins to live authentically. He relies on 
his own strength, carrying a man-powered boat to the sea. The band members chop wood 
and gather wild fruit in the background. And at the end of the video, Michael finally 
confronts his love, played by Marta, and reveals the truth to her. 
 The medieval fantasy of “Horizont” is not the stereotypical medieval image of a 
pastoral paradise. The tale that In Extremo has inherited is less about shining knights and 
ruttish peasants and more about mud, struggle, and a world full of the frightening and the 
unknown. However, this is exactly what attracts the band. In “Horizont,” it is this very 
harshness that allows one to live true to oneself. 
 If this video is about living truthfully, In Extremo's video for “Frei zu sein,” 
released in 2008, is about living with dignity. It is set in an alternate-world version of the 
film, One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest. The action takes place in a functionally identical 
ward complete with lookalikes for many of the film's characters. Michael stands in for 
McMurphy, and the video centers around his attempts to instill some passion for life back 
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into the patients by orchestrating chaos in the ward. “Frei zu sein” departs from the movie 
through the addition of medieval imagery. Several times we see a winged angel playing 
the bagpipes, and in place of McMurphy's antics from the film, Michael organizes the 
inmates into putting on a pageant depicting a medieval coronation ceremony. 
 The opening shot reveals a despondent patient in a wheelchair. In the background, 
a set of iron bars separates him from an angel straight from medieval portraiture. The 
angel is playing a set of bagpipes and gazing stony-faced through the bars. The image is 
not hard to interpret. The angel could stand for a multitude of attributes such as 
compassion, strength, wisdom, dignity, and so on, but the important point is that the 
angel cannot enter the ward. The inmates are dead to the world and, inasmuch as the 
angel is really being used as a religious symbol, to God as well.  
 It is up to Michael, then, to deliver the patients from their torpor. He quickly 
comes up with a prop crown, a lady's wig, a cape, a toy drum, and two sets of mock 
bagpipes made from found items. One of the patients dons the wig and becomes his 
queen. He himself puts on the crown and cape. The others form a processional to 
accompany them, and a few among them take on the role of royal musicians. As they 
celebrate the ascension of their new king, Nurse Ratched sends the staff to put them back 
in their place. The pageant comes to a halt and a fight breaks out. In the chaos, Michael 
flees and magically vanishes through the bars that had kept the angel at bay, leading the 
viewer to wonder if he had been the angel himself all along. The video ends with a short 
epilogue in which the patients and staff take on each others' roles. 
 There are essentially three images present that are drawn from the Middle Ages: 
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the angel, the king and queen, and the bagpipes, all of which feature prominently. The 
angel stands in as a contrast to the inmates' undignified condition in life and emphasizes 
how forsaken they are.  
 The bagpipes' function appears to be as a symbol of strength. It appears in two 
forms, both in the angel's possession and as a prop comically cobbled together from 
pieces of junk. This latter form is a pale reflection of the real thing, but it still grants the 
patients who “play” them a sense of pride in that they are contributing. While they 
presumably don't make a real sound, their very presence lends a heightened sense of 
ceremony to the proceedings.  
 The image of royalty is central both to the video and to the song's lyrics, as can be 
seen in the first two verses and the chorus: 
Ich brauche keine Krone, 
kein' Palast, kein' Edelstein, 
wo immer ich auch wohne, 
ist mir jeder Ort ein Heim. 
Ich bin ein Strolch, 
doch bin ich frei, 
an mir ging dieser, 
Kelch vorbei. 
 
Frei zu sein bedarf es wenig. 
Nur wer frei ist ist ein König. 
Schamlos nimmt der dreiste Dieb, 
denn er ist seines Glückes Schmied. 
 
Wovon die andern träumen, 
raub' ich in der Nacht. 
Mein Gang gleicht einem Hochzeitsschimmel. 
Ein furchtloser König, 
von Söldnern bewacht, 
ein eitler Gott in meinem Himmel! 
I don't need a crown, 
no palace, no jewels, 
wherever I am living, 
every place is a home for me. 
I am a thug, 




To be free, there's not much to do 
Only who is free is a king. 
Shameless, the cheeky thief takes 
because he is the architect of his future. 
 
What the others dream of, 
I'll take at night. 
My walk is equal to a white wedding horse. 
A fearless king, 
guarded by mercenaries, 
a vain God in my heaven!16 
 
                                                            
16  Translation by Tiro84, Lyricstranslate.com (July 19, 2012) 
<http://lyricstranslate.com/en/frei-zu-sein-be-free.html>. 
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The song's rhetorical strategy is to turn the archetype of the king on its head. Rather than 
being one who wields authority over others, the king is cast as one who exercises total 
authority over himself. The exemplar of this type of king, ironically, is the lowlife, the 
thug, the thief who scorns the law and lives utterly in the moment. This conception fits 
the character of McMurphy well, and it is this connection that makes the song's parallel 
with One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest work. In another reversal of expectations, in the 
video Michael's coronation ceremony is about lifting up the other patients, not Michael 
himself. The king is made to serve his subjects by giving them a sense of purpose. The 
king depicted in this song is complex and contradictory- he is powerful in his self-
governance, yet he exercises no authority over others, and he takes what he wants like a 
thief but gives of himself to others generously. While Mittelalter is generally about 
depicting medieval archetypes in rich but conventional ways, this is a good example of 
how they can be redefined to be more relevant to the present day. 
 The treatment of the Middle Ages in the video shows a reflexive impulse as well. 
Mittelalter uses the collectively imagined Middle Ages to heighten the experience of life, 
and in this video the artists act out this very process as part of the plot. The pageant that 
brings the patients out of their malaise is a dramatic exaggeration of what happens when 
fans go to Mittelalter concerts, watch the music videos, muse over the lyrics, and hang 
out with other fans. While this is clearly cast in a positive light, the presentation is also 
highly ironic. The patients look absurd with their props and can only carry out a gross 
imitation of “the real thing,” personified in this video by the angel. This video is good 
evidence that Mittelalter artists, or at least the members of In Extremo, do not take their 
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appropriation of the Middle Ages too seriously, except inasmuch as it inspires their fans.  
 This song speaks to other trends in thinking among Mittelalter artists and fans. 
First, there is a common attitude amongst fans that everyday life is dull and we should 
break out of it in any way we can. Much like the patients in the video going along with 
Michael's pageant, Mittelalter fans visit medieval markets and form roleplaying groups 
seeking a heightened experience of life that takes them up and over ordinary 
circumstances. Risking social alienation, some wear medieval costumes in the world at 
large because transgressing on dress norms makes the moment feel different and special.  
 The attitude of the song's lyrics is also consistent with a particular type of 
liberalism common amongst fans. As we will see in more detail in the next chapter, 
Mittelalter fans overwhelmingly lean leftwards in their politics, some quite far. Many 
discussions on their forums focus on supporting individual freedom and creating a culture 
of tolerance; however, they are largely uninterested in political activism, preferring 
instead to make change slowly and passively by influencing those in their social spheres. 
They express no interest in exercising power over anyone and, conversely, resist 
pressures to conform to social norms. “Freedom” is very much a primary value among 
the fans, which is reflected in the imperative in “Frei zu sein” that one should be one's 
own king.  
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Chapter 4 
A Progressive Glance Backwards: Mittelalter's Fan Communities 
 
 While I have made use of a “cultural studies” methodology of treating recordings, 
costumes, and so on as a  “text” to analyze, this chapter is an attempt to show that I have 
familiarized myself with the attitudes of the band members and German fans so as to base 
my interpretation in something more than a projection of my own ideas onto others. I 
conducted my study of the fans on four online forums, all of them designed and 
maintained by the fans themselves. These forums are dedicated to In Extremo, 
Schandmaul, Saltatio Mortis, and Faun.17 Additionally, I studied videotaped and written 
interviews with band members.  
 Before discussing my findings, it is worth making preliminary remarks about my 
own personal and ethical position with regards to the study of Mittelalter, as well as how 
my study fits into the ethnographic tradition. I came to this subject matter through my 
own interest in that time period, the more arcane forms of popular music, and the 
interaction of historical accounts of the Middle Ages with fantasy depictions in literature 
and the media. As an undergraduate, I worked for two summers as an actor at a 
Renaissance fair. This experience has put me in an advantageous position in some ways 
and a precarious one in others. In those two summers, I participated in a uniquely tight-
knit, creative culture that resonates with the German community of Mittelalter fans in 
many ways. The form of medievalism practiced in both places is similar, and the 
                                                            
17  In Extremo Forum <http://forum.inextremo.de/>; Schandmaul Forum 
<http://forum.schandmaul.de/>; Saltatio Mortis Forum <http://forum.totentaenzer.de/>; 
Faun Forum <http://www.faune.de/forum_mx/index.php>. 
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organizational structures of fair-going social groups have their equivalent at German 
medieval markets. However, there are differences as well, and my prior experience  
threatens to impose on what I have observed. I can only say that I have done the best I 
can to use my experience as a point of reference and a door to understanding, rather than 
as a means of filling in gaps. I have left out several points of interest with regards to 
medieval market culture that I felt were too strongly colored by my understanding of the 
American Renaissance fair. Moving forward with my research will involve participating 
in German medieval market culture in person, which will allow me to make more certain 
and expansive claims.  
 In the meantime, my research has taken the form of a virtual ethnography. This is 
itself an opportunity; there are a growing number of ethnographic studies that include 
virtual spaces at “field sites,” but few enough that the field is still discovering what 
advantages virtual fields offer and how best to carry out such studies. Working on this 
thesis will put me in a position to comment on the strengths and limitations of virtual 
ethnography, which will, I hope, prove to be a (small) contribution to the field of 
ethnomusicology.  
 While Mittelalter has been, to my knowledge, completely neglected by music 
scholarship in English, and although my choice to approach it through both ethnographic 
and analytical perspectives is slightly idiosyncratic, my research is grounded in current 
ethnographic discourse. Among the many ways in which I am indebted to the 
perspectives of others, I have drawn upon debates over the value of virtual fieldwork and 
popular music studies and engaged with discussions of ethics in ethnography to ground 
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my project and inform my methodology. 
 A preliminary difficulty in conceiving of this project has been finding ways to 
justify both its subject matter and its reliance on virtual ethnography. It would seem that 
my work contradicts what ethnography, and who the ethnographer, should be according 
to the Malinowskian example. My subject matter seems inappropriate to his model, given 
that it is something that is distributed commercially, even in my own country to a small 
extent. Worse, my methodology does not involve removing myself from my peers to 
“rough it” with a group of indigenous people. 
 Of course, this model's dominance was overthrown long ago. Clifford's 1997 
essay, “Discipline and Practice: 'The Field' as Site, Method, and Location in 
Anthropology” offers a narrative of the broadening of “the field” as a concept in 
anthropology. In it, he points out how the “hierarchy of purity”18 inherent in the 
Malinowskian preference for the exotic privileges certain sites over others, regardless of 
their value to the discipline. Indeed, this way of defining good fieldwork  
...enables certain forms of knowledge, but blocks off others. With the idea that 
knowledge derived from experience in 'the field' is privileged comes a 
foregrounding of face-to-face relations of community, while other, less localized 
relations disappear from view.19 
 
While I am interested less in understanding how the bands' fans communicate with one 
another online per se, the way these fans share translations of lyrics, fan art, contact 
information, links to websites hosted by the makers of instruments, and so on is a 
distinctively “online” phenomenon, something that a “live” ethnography would not elicit. 
                                                            
18  James Clifford, “Discipline and Practice: 'The Field' as Site, Method, and Location in 
Anthropology,” Anthropological Locations: Boundaries and  Grounds of a Field Science 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997) 13. 
19  Clifford, 15. 
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It is impossible to compare the value of a project like mine with a more traditional one, 
such as an update on how Balinese gamelan has adapted to the globalizing trends. And 
like Geertz, I would not suggest that less traditional projects should receive preference 
over those that are more so. However, I see no reason that a virtual project such as mine 
couldn't reveal valuable results for the field.  
 Wittel's 2000 article, “Ethnography on the Move: From Field to Net to Internet” 
deals more directly with the move to online ethnography. Wittel's observations about the 
value of virtual ethnography are commonsensical enough. His cautionary statements are 
more interesting. He expresses four major concerns: first, he argues that internet users are 
likely to grossly misrepresent themselves and supply the ethnographer with false 
information. Second, he contests that the level of interaction possible for the 
ethnographer online is too shallow to term “participant observation.” Third, while multi-
site ethnography is a valuable method and virtual spaces appear to be well-suited to 
multi-site study, he believes that the links from one site to another are weak, lacking in 
context and interpretable meaning. Fourth, he doubts that virtual interaction can carry 
sufficient meaning in the absence of body language, vocal intonation, etc. to ground 
meaningful interpretation. Ultimately, he decides that the term “ethnography” is not 
warranted, and that “conversation analysis, text analysis, or discourse analysis” is more 
appropriate. 
 Wittel's indictments are insightful, but unnecessarily harsh. It is not difficult to 
address his concerns. The issue of misrepresentation, for example, is not as dire as he 
makes it out to be. The anonymity that comes with online communication does make it 
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easier to supply certain kinds of false information; however, as is the case amongst most 
groups of people, online users tend to be keenly interested in sharing their stories and 
fostering understanding of the communities of which they are a part. The ethnographer 
cannot take every claim as absolute fact, but this is hardly less true of face-to-face 
ethnography. Additionally, it may be just as interesting to study how online users 
represent themselves, regardless of the “truth” of the matter. Wittel's second concern 
assumes that the ethnographer is spending time on relatively static websites. Of course 
the ethnographer needs to go where people actively interact and share information- 
forums, wikis, social media sites, and so on. There is no reason why the ethnographer 
cannot participate to the same degree as anyone else on sites such as these. In regards to 
his third indictment, it is true that the context and the hierarchy of importance of links is 
seldom clear. Web design rarely reflects graphically how data really flows, or ideas about 
which connections are most important. However, the ethnographer can simply ask 
members of the online community how these links should be understood. If anything, this 
“problem” is a conversation point leading to an emic view on the important connections 
within a network. Finally, it is true that conversation by text carries a great deal of 
ambiguity with it. However, speech carries ambiguity as well, and online communication 
carries with it its own unique variables of meaning. Emoticons may be added to make a 
harsh statement more gentle, animations taken from popular media may be added as 
expressive points of comparison, “web slang” may be used or left out to signal varying 
levels of formality, and so on. Furthermore, “discourse analysis” would appear to leave 
out the ethnographer's influence on the object of study entirely; inasmuch as the 
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ethnographer is participating in an online community, that influence must be addressed. 
As such, it is my opinion that a virtual ethnography that is carried out well is deserving of 
the term.  
 I am not alone in making this claim. In “Virtual Fieldwork: Three Case Studies,” 
Timothy J. Cooley, Katharine Meizel, and Nasir Syed share instances when virtual 
ethnography either constituted or contributed to a successful project. Rice elucidates their 
general position on virtual ethnography:  
The 'field' in which we work is a metaphor. There is no 'there' to which we must 
go... For us, virtual fieldwork is a means of studying real people; the goal is not 
the study of the virtual 'text,' just as for ethnomusicologists (generally) the 
subject of study is people making music rather than the music object 
exclusively... Mediated culture exists in this kind of immaterial realm, and the 
multivalent ideologies and identities with which it is inscribed may be generated 
not only in geographically mappable places, but also in cyberspaces.20 
 
The three case studies presented show different facets of how and why virtual 
ethnography may be valuable to a given project. Meizel's case study, "Idol Fields: 
Mapping the Multisite Ethnography of a Television Show" demonstrates that media-
centered topics almost demand that virtual spaces be addressed. Cooley's "Wi-Fi Hawai'i" 
shows us some of the potential logistical advantages virtual ethnography offers, 
particularly in the sharing of recordings and contact information. Syed's "Internet Guru" 
shows how the transmission of music occurs in online spaces, thus making it imperative 
to dwell in those spaces as an ethnographer.  
 With practicalities addressed for the moment, the questions that remain are ethical 
in nature. What are my responsibilities to these online fan communities? And is this study 
                                                            
20  Timothy J. Cooley, Katharine Meizel, and Nasir Syed, “Virtual Fieldwork: Three Case 
Studies,” Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, 2nd Edition 
(Oxford University Press, 2008) 90-91. 
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really worth doing? D. Soyini Madison puts forth a challenge that critical ethnographers 
have “an ethical responsibility to address processes of unfairness or injustice within a 
particular lived domain.”21 She does not go so far as to claim that all ethnographers must 
cease working on their projects and become critical ethnographers, although she does 
universalize the  “compassion for the suffering of living beings” that motivates her 
mission. Madison is sufficiently convincing that the ethnographer's power to represent is 
enough to make positive political change that I am prompted to address the concern that 
my study does not share her mission. 
 However, in the course of my research I have come to realize the extent to which 
Mittelalter provides a space of acceptance for many on the social periphery in Germany. 
While I make no claim that their plight is equal to that of any number of persecuted 
minorities worldwide, I do see the potential for my study to change perceptions of youth 
scenes that remain poorly understood. For example, Goth culture is persecuted in many 
places as a destructive social movement, and fantasy role-players are frequently 
ostracized by their peers.  
 Additionally, the possibility remains, however slight, that my comments will have 
an effect on the commercial success of Mittelalter bands. Even if I were to represent them 
poorly, it is unlikely that a fan of the movement dedicated enough to seek out my critical 
commentary would disavow the music. However, if my thesis becomes part of an 
ongoing conversation, then the larger the conversation grows the more likelihood there 
will be of opinions moving from academia to circles of critics, music publishers, and 
                                                            
21  D. Soyini Madison, Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance (Thousand 
Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2005) 5. 
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fans. 
 As a result, while the consequences for failure are relatively minor, I am aware of 
the ethical implications of my work. I agree with Madison and many others that I have a 
duty to represent my informants in the best possible light without reporting falsehoods.  
 Another ethical dimension of ethnography that I have considered is that of 
acquiring informed consent from my interlocutors to publish my findings. Barrie 
Thorne's 1979 essay, “'You Still Takin' Notes?' Fieldwork and Problems of Informed 
Consent” calls attention to some of the many circumstances in which the conversations 
necessary to acquire informed consent are inappropriate or even impossible. For example, 
Thorne struggled in his work with 4th grade students to communicate his role as 
ethnographer and their rights as informants, Mann found it impractical to acquire consent 
from every individual in the bar in which she carried out a study, and in Bortner's 
juvenile court study the context made the “informed consent” conversation cumbersome 
and inappropriate.  
 With regards to my own project, the users whose interactions I have been 
studying log on and off forums quickly and suddenly, regardless of whether consent has 
been discussed. Suffice to say that I have erred on the side of caution, making sure to 
represent myself clearly as a scholar who will be using the conversations I have as 
material for a paper.  
 My methodology consisted of joining discussions like any forum member, as well 
as distributing a questionnaire on all the forums and posing targeted questions via private 
message to forum members. I experimented with conducting real-time interviews using 
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the forums' chat function, but found it to be unsatisfactory due to the time difference 
between the United States and Germany and the short time intervals that users usually 
remain online. In all my interactions with fans, I was upfront about my identity as an 
American musicologist and my intention to use their responses as part of a study. Several 
of them expressed an interest in the finished study, and as a result I intend to make it 
publicly available on the band forums.  
 
[People think that] we spend the whole day running around in skins with bells on 
our feet, only drink mead and play scruffy, old instruments. We are sometimes 
treated like half-cavemen. 
–    Stefan Brunner, member of Schandmaul22 
 
 Mittelalter fans suffer from a poor reputation. While the medieval market is a 
more accepted phenomenon in Germany than the Renaissance fair is in the United States, 
other social practices associated with Mittelalter, such as the LARP (to be discussed later 
in this chapter), happen away from the public eye and defy comprehension for those 
outside the communal, but nonetheless private, imaginary spaces created by Mittelalter 
fans. At best, they are seen as immature, putting on costumes so as to avoid having to 
cope with the difficulty and complexity of the modern world. At worst, they are seen as 
right-wing extremists due to residual associations of medievalism with nationalism. The 
superficial similarity of Mittelalter-metal to Viking metal, a subgenre linked to 
conservative extremism, does little to help matters. These accusations are unfounded, 
however. This discussion will reveal how Mittelalter productively confronts the present 
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day and supports tolerance and diversity. 
Ich bin kein Goth oder Metallfan sodern ein zeimlicher 'Normalo.' (I'm not a 
Goth or Metal fan but something of a 'regular person.') 
• MaidCora, Schandmaul Forum 
 
 I originally conceived of the Mittelalter movement as being rooted in Goth 
subculture. In fact, my first step in preparing to launch my ethnography was to study the 
latest literature on Goth. My first clue that this may have been somewhat misinformed 
came when I observed the audience on one of Schandmaul's concert DVD's. A few young 
men and women were dressed and painted all in black, but they were vastly outnumbered 
by those in plain street clothes. More surprising was the staggering diversity of ages I 
observed. Mittelalter attracts middle-aged professionals as much as it attracts teenage and 
twenty-something Goths, a fact that band members and fans alike love to trumpet.  
 Even amongst the young and edgy that regularly attend Mittelalter concerts, there 
is no consistent style to which they all conform. Eric Fish, lead singer of Mittelalter band 
Subway to Sally, sums up the diversity well: “At our concerts, you get people with little 
bells on their ankles bumping into people wearing studded armbands.”23 There are three 
main groupings of subcultural identity that are represented amongst Mittelalter fans: 
Goths, Metal Fans, and what might be called Medieval-Scenesters for lack of a better 
term (in English or German, unfortunately). Within these overarching families are 
numerous more specific subgroups. For example, one fan made a distinction between the 
Schwarze Szene (Black scene) and garden-variety Goth. However, most fans that 
expressed any allegiance were content to label themselves as Goths, Metal Fans, or 
                                                            
23  Eric Fish, qtd. by Matthias Von Viereck. 
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followers of the Medieval Scene.  
 However, while many fans do align themselves with one of these subcultures, 
many more do not. They consider themselves to be “normal,” generically “alternative,” 
or merely a bit “nerdy.” What is perhaps more interesting is the general attitude taken 
towards subcultural identity. I expected to find die-hard defenders of Goth or Metal, 
individuals whose sense of identity was tightly bound up in their participation in one 
particular subcultural community. Over and over, I encountered the opposite. I came 
across individuals who attempted to nuance their statement of affiliation, did not commit 
to just one, or, more frequently, both of these: 
i would describe myself more as a metal fan than anything else, since in Austria 
where I live the group of goths or medieval fans is not that big and i am more 
into heavy metal music thannany of the other mentioned styles. And also my 
friends are into heavy metal and we look like heavy metal fans :) 
• Apfelsafs, Schandmaul Forum 
 
Apfelsafs cites the lack of a Goth or Medieval Scene near home as a rationale for not 
counting himself among their number, but distance has not historically prevented Goths 
from finding one another. Carol Siegel writes, “Goths are often physically nomadic, as 
almost all commentators on their cultures note. Hodkinson describes them as 'likely to 
travel hundreds of miles' to visit other clubs and scenes related to their subculture.”24 In 
most of the cases I came across, distance was not at issue at all. Rather, Mittelalter fans 
by and large are simply not passionate about subcultural identity. Whether this is 
indicative of a peculiarity of the Mittelalter movement or the current state of youth 
subculture in general, Mittelalter fans generally do not look to subculture as an important 
part of their sense of self-identity. 
                                                            
24  Carol Siegel, Goth's Dark Empire (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005) 20. 
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I and my son always travel by train, so he can move and play, while the rest of 
the band travels by car. Sometimes my boyfriend comes with us, sometimes a 
babysitter-friend. Usually it works out well, although we have to improvise a lot. 
Sometimes it is exhausting to be on stage till late and get up at 6:30 in the 
morning. But I am very glad to be able to do my thing and having my little one 
with me all the time. He gets me down to earth after a big show. He reminds me 
that being a Goth or some other strange type of character is not the natural state 
in which we enter the world. And, that playing is the best thing to do. 
− Fiona Rüggeberg, member of Faun25 
 
 Here, Fiona speaks to another important aspect of subcultural identity for 
Mittelalter artists and fans: subculture is not something to be, but something to enact. 
This conception of subculture was embraced by many scholars in the late 1990s. 
Subculture as a long-term, exclusive, and deeply-rooted aspect of identity served 
scholarship well until recently, when a new “perceived fluidity and diversity of 
contemporary youth cultural formations”26 forced new ways of looking at the issue. As 
David Muggleton and Dunja Brill put it: 
Acknowledging that subcultural boundaries have increasingly broken down, with 
the relationship between style, musical taste, and identity becoming progressively 
weaker and more fluid, post-subcultural theory stresses the fragmented and often 
contradictory character of postmodern stylistic practices and identities. The 
notion of post-subcultural formations as highly fragmented, partial, and 
continually changing requires a conception of the self as similarly mobile, 
complex, and multiple. 
 
This more recent conception of “subculture” is clearly more well-suited to understanding 
Mittelalter. Fiona's ability to perform music as a Goth and interact with friends and fans 
as a Goth, while simultaneously denying that Goth is her “natural state” or the proper 
way to interact with her child, demands that we understand her conception of self this 
                                                            
25  Fiona Rüggeberg, qtd. by Roos Gastra, Reflections of Darkness Music Magazine, 
October 2004. 
26  David Muggleton and Dunja Brill, “Subcultural Dress,” Berg Encyclopedia of World 
Dress and Fashion vol. 8- West Europe, ed. Lise Skov and Valerie Cumming (Oxford: Berg, 
2010). 
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way- mobile, complex, and multiple. The way fans express their subcultural allegiances 
often expresses mobility, complexity, and multiplicity as well. Anima of the Saltatio 
Mortis forum describes herself as “crossing scenes,” and Eleanor (also of the Saltatio 
Mortis forum) explains that “I feel that I belong to the Medieval Scene, and also the 
Gothic scene, a bit.” (“Ich fühle mich der Mittelalterszene zugehörig und auch ein wenig 
der Gothic-Szene.”) 
 In the Medieval Scene, even more so than other scenes, identities are often 
bracketed, to be put on and taken off at will. An overwhelming number of Mittelalter 
artists take on stage names. Oliver Pade of Faun introduces himself as Oliver Sa Tyr (an 
intentional pun on “satyr”), Karsten Liehm of Corvus Corax goes by Castus Rabensang 
(meaning “Chaste Raven Song”), and Michael Robert Rhein of In Extremo, amusingly, 
performed for years as “The Last Unicorn” (“Das letzte Einhorn”), to name a few. These 
names function as a way of separating the person of the performer from heightened world 
of the music, both to protect the music from being sullied by the mundane, and as a way 
of protecting the performer from the strangeness of their world.  
 The fans, too, engage in active, intentional identity creation. One reason for this 
comes from the way medieval markets are set up. The medieval market is very similar to 
the American Renaissance fair; it is an outdoor bazaar where craftsmen sell hand-made 
objects with a vague historical/fantasy theme, actors in period costumes interact with 
patrons, musicians play mostly historically-informed early music and contemporary folk, 
and visitors have free reign to wear whatever outlandish clothing they desire. Compared 
with the American equivalent, German medieval markets are more culturally mainstream, 
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larger and better attended, and more likely to host bands that use electric amplification. 
The physical layout, however, is similar: usually, they are set up in rural areas, 
completely surrounded by a wall (or at least hemmed in by trees), with one or two gated 
entrances, and laid out in meandering, labyrinthine pathways lined with stalls, stages, and 
games. In short, the medieval market is designed to be immersive and totally cut off from 
the outside world. It is a small, self-contained world whose commercial success depends 
on its ability to persuade patrons that it is somewhere else, at a different time.  
  Of course, it is to the market's advantage if visitors think of themselves as part of 
the setting. They are more likely to have fun and return if they invest themselves in 
developing a sense of belonging within the context of the market. Thus, while it is 
completely optional, the market encourages patrons to buy their own costumes and 
participate closely with the actors. Because the medieval market is so different and 
detached from the everyday, with different dress norms, ways of speaking, and material 
culture, those who frequent medieval markets often develop a completely separate alter-
ego that exists there and nowhere else.  
 With such great diversity of age, background, and tastes among Mittelalter fans, 
attendance at medieval markets is one of the only near-constants. Another unifying factor 
is that a large percentage of fans engage in a practice that has come to be called LARP 
(live-action role-playing). LARP's are a form of collective storytelling in which groups of 
people invent characters that generally adhere to medieval fantasy archetypes and 
improvise a plot by playing the role of their character. These can be incredibly elaborate, 
complex, and long-lasting. Most often, they take place over a single weekend spent 
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camping and LARPing in the woods. Sometimes, LARPers maintain a connection with 
only one character, but usually characters are continually created, “killed off,” and cycled 
out in favor of another. In this way, Mittelalter fans become quite adept at managing 
multiple identities, playing them out in social settings without identifying completely 
with any one version of themselves.  
 Admittedly, the process of creating a character and that of navigating multiple 
subcultural scenes is not exactly the same. However, they share common ground. In both 
cases, an individual moves through a series of social situations with very different 
expectations about how to dress, how to conduct oneself, and what attitudes are 
acceptable to express. To maintain acceptance, that individual must master a set of 
performative skills that allow her to adapt to these changes and, in turn, learn new sets of 
criteria by which to judge the performances of others.  
 At the medieval fair and in the context of the LARP, Mittelalter fans navigate 
multiple perspectives as a heightened form of social engagement. Success is measured by 
how deep, interesting, and unique a persona one can create. In this community 
characterized by creativity and fluidity of identity, one must be open to different ways of 
being; thus, tolerance becomes the normative stance. It is for this reason that Mittelalter 
can be called a movement at all. Despite the vastly different sounds of the bands, the 
diversity of age and gender of the fans, and the various subcultural styles that are 




first of all u CAN'T perform “authentic” [medieval music] not in front of around 
4000 or more fans without any modern technic! 
− Anima, Saltatio Mortis Forum 
 
... no one would like to listen to 'authentic' medieval music on festivals. 
• Emilia, Saltatio Mortis Forum 
 
... the category of authenticity is not applicable to lost performances. 
− Freitag, In Extremo Forum 
 
 Another of the many misconceptions with which I came to Mittelalter was the 
idea that the fans thought of the music as essentially historical, just updated with modern 
instruments and rock influences. As I have shown above, this is not the case. Most 
Mittelalter is newly composed according to thoroughly modern popular music 
conventions, using medieval instruments and themes. The fans, however, are fully aware 
of this. They are under no illusions that the music is more historically grounded than it is 
in reality. What's more, when asked about what medieval music sounds like, many 
expressed a very academic doubt that it could ever be reconstructed based on extant 
evidence. Emilia suggested several historically informed early music groups, the Oni 
Wytars Ensemble, Sarband, and Ensemble Accentus as examples of groups that “at least 
partially approximate authentic medieval music,” showing that at least some Mittelalter 
fans are aware of such groups and choose to follow Mittelalter bands instead. Based on 
statements like those above, the fans know what they like, and what they like is 
thoroughly modern.  
 On the other hand, the bands themselves vary in how much stock they put in the 
“authenticity” of their performances. Schandmaul vehemently denies any desire to 
recreate medieval music, but at the same time it is central to Subway to Sally's and 
Corvus Corax's statements of purpose that their music recreates the lost tradition of 
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medieval folk music. Eric Fish calls Subway to Sally's sound “archaic folk music,”27 
while Castus of Corvus Corax has dubbed their repertoire the lost “secular music”28 of 
the Middle Ages in contrast to the ecclesiastical tradition with its strict rules of 
counterpoint.  
 This points to a fundamental difference between the way medieval music is 
thought of in America and Germany, a distinction that has revealed itself to me in many 
different forms. Americans tend to think of medieval music primarily in terms of 
difference, emphasizing the disconnection between the present and the past. In Germany, 
medieval music included with the contemporary category of the “folk,” which essentially 
consists of any cultural practice that is old beyond precise memory. The rationale seems 
to be that medieval popular music, while not extant today, is nonetheless connected to the 
modern day through the continual oral tradition of unschooled, and especially rural, 
musicians. Even though nothing of the medieval tradition as it was practiced remains, this 
process of transmission is itself enough according to the “German” perspective to make 
speculation meaningful.  
 To many American academics, Mittelalter musicians seem to play irresponsibly 
fast and loose with sources. However, Mittelalter musicians are exempted from a degree 
of self-consciousness by their implicit claim of continuity; for instance, they can sing the 
so-called “medieval” ballads of Norway and Sweden, knowing full well that they date 
                                                            
27  Eric Fish, qtd. Matthias von Viereck, trans. Martin Pearce, “Modern Minstrels: Medieval 
Rock on the Rise,” Goethe-Institut (Nov. 12, 2007) 
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28  Castus Rabensang, qtd. by Emer, “Corvus Corax– Interview with Castus– Part I,” 
Draconia Network (Jan. 3, 2012) <http://music-draconia.net/2012/01/03/corvus-corax-interview-
with-castus-part-i/>. 
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from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, without feeling that they have to explain 
themselves. Their basic project of mixing medieval influences with contemporary 
popular music is not so problematic when considered from this perspective- it is all 
popular music, popular music is an oral tradition, and oral traditions belong to the realm 
of the “folk.” Of course, this is an oversimplification, but nonetheless something like it 
seems to be working in the way Mittelalter artists and fans discuss the music. 
 While Mittelalter has become an established alternative music backed by large 
record companies, it is still very much rooted in the “do-it-yourself” mentality that 
informed its early days. Patrick der Kalauer, former member of Tanzwut, explains that in 
terms of costuming, stage design, and instrument-building, “We do it all ourselves. If you 
want it perfect, do it yourself. We make the plans together how we want to present 
ourselves on stage but everybody is making his own costume himself.”29 Band member 
Wim makes all the archaic instruments for Tanzwut and Corvus Corax in his own 
workshop, which is little more than a shed with a table saw and a lathe. Nonetheless, the 
instruments he makes are exceptionally beautiful.  
 Even the bands that do not make all their own instruments show that they value 
the craftsmen who do make them, both because of the difficulty involved and the 
personal aspect of one-to-one interaction with the maker. “I mostly talk to the instrument 
maker, I want to have this and this and this, it's best. And it's also nice, because you can 
have a bird's head on your lute because you're into birds this year.”30 
                                                            
29  Patrick der Kalauer, qtd. by Roman “Maniac” Patrashov, Darkside Russian Fanzine 
(Feb. 2, 2006) <http://www.darkside.ru/interviews/interview.phtml?id=267&dlang=en>.  
30  Oliver Pade, qtd. by Roos Gastra, Reflections of Darkness Music Magazine (October 23, 
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 The value the artists place on personal creativity resonates with the fans. It is clear 
that they influence the fans by inviting them to make music themselves. On the 
Schandmaul and Faun forums especially, the band members personally answer users' 
questions, and a large percentage of requests are for the names of archaic instrument 
makers and advice on playing technique. Brigit Muggenthaler of Schandmaul advertises 
an annual workshop-retreat called the “Spielkurse” on the forum. It takes place over a 
weekend on a secluded farm outside of Munich where students learn to play medieval 
instruments, including bagpipes, lyre, and hurdy-gurdy, in a contemporary folk style. 
This event generates a great deal of excitement on the forum and a healthy attendance, 
with every spot filled most years.  
 Very few forum members are serious musicians, but a much larger than average 
percentage play music for their own enjoyment. It comes to reason that Mittelalter would 
attract a strong following of amateur performers. It is not about virtuosity in the same 
way as many popular styles; there are no elaborate guitar solos, and no prog-rock vocal 
lines that sweep up and down octaves. The sound is about interesting timbres playing 
simple and repetitive melodies. While they look up to and respect the artists, fans are not 
cowed by their overwhelming skill. And, because of the great diversity of sounds within 
the movement, fans are less inclined to feel that how they naturally play is “wrong.”  
 The number of amateur musicians is also supported by the richness of medieval 
fantasy itself. For the fans, taking up a recorder, or a simple harp, or a set of bagpipes is 





an enactment of the minstrel archetype with which they are all quite familiar; it is like 
putting on a costume. The archetype distances the player from the music to some degree, 
which allows the player to overcome the socially-instilled fear of playing music badly.  
 Amongst Mittelalter fans are a few visual artists, but many more poets and 
storytellers. For them, collectively-shared medieval fantasy is at once a grab-bag of ideas 
that make getting started much easier and a means of coding their own ideas in ways 
other fans will instantly understand. On all four forums, fans have posted collections of 
poems, chapters from self-written fantasy novellas, and invitations to compose new 
stories communally, one line at a time on the forum. The reception these projects receive 
is astonishingly supportive. Users offer praise and gentle constructive criticism many 
times more often than disapproval.  
 Mittelalter fans are inspired by their favorite bands to make films as well. Among 
the many fan-made music videos composed in a variety of media, Stefan Müller shot an 
elaborate video for Schandmaul's “Der Hofnarr” set in the Middle Ages using “Lego” 
brand toys customized to resemble the band members.31 “Andersvolk” represents a more 
substantial undertaking. Hosted on Schandmaul's official YouTube channel, 
“Andersvolk” is a documentary created collaboratively by a group of fans about 
Schandmaul's “Sinnfonie” project.32 
 The way in which Mittelalter fans take an active creative role in the world of the 
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media marketed to them mirrors the “collaborative creativity” noted by Ian Condry 
amongst fans of Japanese anime. Just as collectively-imagined medieval fantasy 
facilitates creativity amongst Mittelalter fans, “anime characters and worlds, combined 
with the attachments that people feel towards them, become platforms on which others 
can innovate.” And in both cases, this collective action generates a sense of community 
because “collaborative creativity... hinges on a social understanding of value.”33 
Mittelalter fans are naturally drawn together when they participate as creative agents, 
both in online and “real-world” communities, because they must generate shared 
principles by which to create and judge their work.  
 “The fans are mostly liberal, but in a strict sense, not say as the American Liberalism. So 
they too have the... ambiguity of not wanting a right regime, but also not really fight for a 
left community. I think they want to be left in peace, (which may remind of a certain 
conservatism), but don't want others to suffer either, but they don't think of ways to 
achieve it. So it comes down to sayings as “as long as you're o.k. with it”, which seems to 
me not really positively political.” 
− Freitag, In Extremo Forum 
 
 Mittelalter fans tend to be highly creative and introverted, relegated to the social 
periphery and often quite sensitive to criticism from society at large. As a result, they are 
predisposed to stand up to protect others from criticism. For instance, the fans are almost 
unanimous in their support of gay marriage. And of course, contrary to what many 
outsiders assume, fascism, which forces conformity to a single sense of identity, is the 
last thing Mittelalter fans would support. One thread on the In Extremo forum discusses 
their alarm at a case of a summer camp teaching Nazi values to youth. Etsille speaks out 
particularly loudly against fascism: “Resist the beginnings... always and everywhere 
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against Nazis!” However, the introverted Mittelalter fan quickly turns the discussion 
away from the world at large and back to themselves: 
I just cannot stand when one demands tolerance from someone else, but is not able or 
willing to offer it to others. This is unfortunately a phenomenon we encounter frequently 
in our scene (MA/Gothic). Unclad (Nichtgewandete) [medieval] market visitors are 
designated as “tourists,” “baby carrots” (“Möhrchen”), etc. (theoretically it could be a 
medieval studies professor, who knows more about the Middle Ages than all of us, or 
someone who had been a scene starter visiting the markets, but has the wrong clothes and 
is thus “Buh!”- childish! (Ich kann es halt nicht leiden, wenn jemand von anderen (am 
besten uneingeschränkte) Toleranz sich selbst gegenüber einfordert, selbst aber nicht in 
der Lage oder bereit ist, sie auch anderen gegenüber walten zu lassen. Dies ist ja leider 
auch ein Phänomen, was wir häufiger in unsere Szene (MA/Gothic) antreffen. 
Nichtgewandete Marktbesucher werden da gerne als "Touris” “Möhrchen" etc. 
bezeichnet (da könnte theoretisch ein Mediävistik-Professor drunter sein, dermehr übers 
Mittelalter weiß als wir alle zusammen oder jemand, der schon seit Szenebeginn die 
Märkte besucht, aber er hat halt die "falschen Klamotten" an und ist somit "Buh" – 
kindisch!).) 
− Eleanor, Saltatio Mortis Forum 
 
 A general orientation towards personal independence is as far as the fans are 
willing to go down the road of political engagement. There are almost no self-identified 
activists in the movement. Even in the forum discussions, other concerns will always 
come second to their preoccupation with creative expression. When the issue of gun 
control is broached, the casualties are quickly buried amidst cries that video games have 
wrongly been blamed for school shootings.  
 But while Mittelalter's struggle for tolerance is aimed inward rather than outward, 
it is clear that their “retreat” to the Middle Ages is actually a means of coming to terms 
with the plurality of the present day. Through LARP, medieval-themed creative projects, 
dressing up (or instead choosing to wear “normal” clothes) to fairs and concerts, and by 
engaging with the colorful anachronisms of their favorite artists, Mittelalter fans become 
comfortable with diversity and multiplicity of self. As we have seen, they have built up a 
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thriving community based on strong principles of acceptance which, rather than isolating 
its members from reality, actively prepares them to deal with its ambiguity and 
complexities. The movement has not been “about” the Middle Ages in an academic sense 
since Ougenweide's foray into documentary film. Instead, it is about finding self-
confidence and communal belonging through the performance of an imagined past. One 
could say that Mittelalter is, at its heart, a “progressive glance backwards.”
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APPENDIX: MUSICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS 
 
Example 1: In Extremo, transcription by Corwyn Wyatt, “Merseburger Zauberspruche 
 I,” In Extremo Live (Universal Music Domestic Division, 2002). 
 
Example 2: Faun, transcription by Corwyn Wyatt, Introduction to “Par Veneris,” 
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